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PREFACE 

DURING August, September and October of last 
year, I contributed to the Argus, Melbourne, and 
the Sydney Morning Hl!I'ald, a series of twelve 
articles under the title "Papers for the Times
Simple Economic Studies." 

From time to time, since their publication, I 
have received requests that these articles should 
be brought together in a small book. With the 
permission of the editors of the two journals in 
which they originally appeared, they are here re
printed, together with an article on "The Position 
of the Farmer," that appeared in both papers on 
6 March last. It has been necessary to bring 
up to date certain figures used in two of those 
articles and to indicate that much of the general 
scheme suggested in another has now been com
pleted. Otherwise the articles are practically as 
they appeared in the above journals. 
. Owing to the growth of Government deficits 
and the increasing degree to whiCh they have 
been financed in recent months by the issue of 
treasury bills, there is' a danger that credit will 
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be expanded beyond the requirements of the situa
tion, and that uncontrollable inflation will follow. 
The importance of this problem has led me to . 
include in the book an article on "Government 
Finance and Inflation," part of which originally 
appeared in the Argus and was reprinted to
gether with the remainder, as the Bank of New 
South Wales Circular for 19 December, 1930. 
I am indebted to the General Manager of the bank 
for permission to reprint this circular. Owing to 
the increase in the floating debt and to certain 
changes in the data on public finance published 
by the Commonwealth Statistician. slight amend
ments have been made in it. 

This book is published in the belief that it will 
provide students of the Australian problem (and 
they should embrace the whole population at the 
present time) with the main facts and the ele
mentary arguments for an understanding of the 
causes of the present depression. It also con
tains an explanation of how inflation develops 
through the piling up of goyernment deficits. 
The book may, therefore, assist in educating 
governments and public opinion upon the urgent 
necessity for the strictest economy in expenditure, 
and the development of a plan that will lead to 
budget equilibrium in the not distant future. 
With the experiences of so many European 
countries before us, we should regard this pro-
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blem as a m;ijor issue at the moment. To quote 
a resolution from the International Financial 
Conference held at Brussels in 1920: "The !;Oun
try which accepts the policy of budget deficits is 
treading the slippery path which leads to general 
ruin; to escape from that path no sacrifice is too 
great." 

In collaboration with Professor Shann, I 
recently published The Crisis in Australian Fin
ance,1929-1931 (Angus & Robertson). Readers 
are referred to that work for further information 
upon the problems discussed in this little book. 

I am greatly indebted to Professor Shann for 
encouraging me to collect these papers for re
publication and for assistance in revising the 
material and in reading proofs. . 

University of Melbourne, 
1931. 

D. B. COPLAND. 

15 April, 
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I. NATIONAL INCOME 

THE starting-point in economic discussion must 
• be the national income. It tells us how success

fully we are using our natural resources, and it 
sets the limit to our standard of living. For a 
short yeriod we may raise the standard of living 
by drawing upon oversea loans. Unless the loans 
are spent upon productive assets which leave a 
surplus income to the nation after meeting all 
charges we cannot maintain the higher standard 
of living. The ultimate source of private incomes 
is the amount of the national income. With a 
given population no permanent rise 'in average 
incomes is possible unless the value of goods and 
services produced has increased. This value is 
dependent upon (a) the amount of goods pro
duced and services rendered; and (b) the prices 
at which these goods and services are· sold. We 
may sustain the volume of goods and services, 
and, owing to a decline in prices, experience a 
fall in the monetary value of the income. On the 
other hand, a rise in prices may increase the value 
of income without any change in the quantity of 
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goods and services. These disturbing effects of 
changing prices will be considered after we have 
examined the nature of the national income. 

PRODUCTION CLASSIFIED 
We commence with the year 1926-27, because 

in that year we have a careful estimate of the 
distribution of the national income among grpups 
of industries. From investigations that have. 
been made by Australian economists we know', 
that the total income in that year was about 
£600,000,000, approximately £100 a head of 
population. That Income was produced by three 
groups of industries--export, sheltered, and pro
tected. The classification is not simple, because 
some exporting industries, notably sugar and 
butter, are also protected. We have to classify 
them as protected. They are able to charge an 
Australian price for domestic consumption, and 
they are not open to all the rigours of price 
changes in the world's markets for their products. 
Most protected industries, however, sell their pro
ducts in the domestic market, and they are exposed 
to competition from imports only after the import 
duty has been paid. Export industries are those 
which sell their goods in the world's markets, 
and are not assisted in Australia by a protective 
tariff. Wool and wheat are important examples 
of these. Between these two groups are the 
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sheltered industries. By their nature they are not 
exp(lsed to foreign competition, because the ser
vices they render cannot be transferred from one 
country to another. Rail and motor transport, 
education, the administration of government, and 
the services of a secretary to a chamber of com
merce or a: trade union are examples. 

The production of the export and protected 
industries can be estimated. The balance will be 
sheltered industry. In 1926-27 the distribution 
was as follows:-

Ex90rt industries £150,000,000 
Protected industries £150,000,000 
Sheltered industries £300,000,000 

These figures were worked out by the com
mittee of economists who reported upon the 
Australian tariff in 1929. The details are in their 
report. There would not be an appreciable change 
in subsequent years provided that no violent 
fluctuations in prices were recorded. We may 
therefore assume that, roughly, one-fourth ·of 
the national income was produced from export 
industries, another fourth from protected indus
tries, and half from sheltered industries. A 
serious disturbance of the price level for exports 
would upset this distribution. That is precisely 
what has happened during the last twelve months. 
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INTERDEPENDENCE OF INDUSTRIES 
The three groups of industries are mutually 

dependent. A failure of anyone group to supply 
its accustomed quota of income will diminish the 
prosperity of the others. Anything which en
hances the prosperity of one group will normally 
react beneficially upon the other two groups. An 
increase of efficiency in protected or sheltered 
production will reduce the costs of export pro
duction. The effects of reduced costs in any 
group are indeed cumulative. Costs in other 
groups are reduced, and this makes possibl,e lower 
costs in the group in which the original reduction 
took place. The lower costs may be brought 
about by improved efficiency in management, the 
increased use of machinery, or the fall in the price 
of imported raw materials. Or again there may 
be a reduction in the cost of living, followed by 
an adjustment of wages that would lower costs. 

But the most striking cause of rapid changes in 
the prosperity of any group of industries arises 
from fluctuations in prices, and the export indus
tries are very much exposed to such changes. 
For some years until 1928-29 Australia enjoyed 
favourable export prices, especially for weal. 
That enhanced the prosperity of export in~us
tries, and their increased purchases from sheltered 
and protected industries spread the benefits to 
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these groups. Thus we had a basis for rising 
wages and a generally higher standard of living. 
The borrowing of some £30,000,000 a year over
seas added to the gaiety of economic life, and 
while the high prices and the borrowing lasted we 
experienced an era of prosperity. 

It would, however, be a mistake to assume that, 
we wasted our higher income in extravagance. 
There was, indeed, a good deal of non-productive 
expenditure, both public and private. All classes 
of the community spent too freely. But with this 
higher spending there was also an increase in 
efficienc!'y in many industries. We grow more 
wheat per acre and we carry more sheep to the acre 
than we did ten years ago. Some of our secondary 
industries have lowered their labour costs despite 
rising wages, and in sheltered industries, like 
transport, we are getting better services. But 
the prosperity induced by higher prices and over
sea borrowing provided a basis for much wasteful 
expenditure. We have now to retrace our steps. 
Borrowing has become almost impossible, and we 
have suffered a serious loss in the decline of 
export prices. The volume of production in the 
export industries has not declined. It has been 
revalued by the fall in prices. Last year we had ~ 
less than £100,000,000 for exports compared with 
£145,000,000 under normal conditions before the 
slump in prices. This fall in income in export 
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industries imperils the .prosperity of protected 
and sheltered industries, upsets the balance 
between imports and exports, and lowers the value 
of the national income as a whole. 

In subsequent articles will be considered the 
economic effects of this fall in income. 



II. THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

MONEY is a medium of exchange. A producer 
sells his products for money in order to purchase 
the goods and services he requires for his stand
ard of living or the maintenance of his industry. 
Money is only the intermediary through which 
the exGbange of goods against goods is arranged. 
The farmer, for instance, sells his wheat for 
money, and from the proceeds he makes what 
payments are necessary for the goods and ser
vices he requires. Any surplus may be invested 
or kept, as a balance, at the bank. A deficit may 
be met by an overdraft. His total payments must 
be equal to his receipts, if we include in the pay
ments any investments made, and in the receipts 
any loans obtained. We may look upon the pay
ments and the receipts as the farmer's balance of 
payments. 

DEBITS AND CREDITS 

This simple example may be applied to the 
transactions of a country as a whole. When 
viewed in this way the problem of international 
B 
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exchange is reduced to simple terms. Australia 
has payments to make abroad, and these payments 
must be met from the proceeds of what she sells 
abroad, or receives from loans raised or from 
other sources of oversea income. The payments 
are the debit items in the balance of payments: 
the receipts are credits, and there must be a true 
balance between debits and credits. A good deal 
of confusion is caused by discussing the balance 
of trade, when attention should be concentrated 
upon the more comprehensive balance of pay
ments. The balance of trade refers exclusively 
to the relation between imports and export'\;. But 
this relation is in part determined by the other 
items that enter into the balance of payments. 
Thus, if we are borrowing heavily from abroad, 
or if foreign capital is being invested in Aus
tralian industry, we may be able to continue for 
a long time with an excess of imports over exports 
(an unfavourable balance of trade). The heavy 
imports are made possible, and. indeed are a 
natural corollary of the oversea borrowing. 

We should therefore consider the balance of 
trade always in relation to the balance of pay
ments. In the latter the chief credits are exports, 
public loans raised abroad, private capital from 
overseas invested in Australia, the expenditure 
of visitors to Australia, and the interest received 
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by Australians upon capital they have invested 
abroad. On the debit side are imports, interest 
and sinking fund on the public external debt, 
interest on private capital invested in Australia, 
and the expenditure of Australian tourists 
abroad. There are other minor items, and we 
have no accurate knowledge of the amount of 
some of the items mentioned. By far the most 
important are imports and debt obligations on 
the debit side of the balance, and exports and 
oversea loans on the credit side, and we know the 
value of these items. 

THE BALANCE OF 1929-30 

We may now examine the nature of the balance 
of payments in recent years. Taking the chief 
items, the imports and exports for the two years 
ended 30 June, 1929, were nearly equal at about I 
£145,000,000; and the public loans raised abroad / 
were also approximately equal to the annual 
obligations on the external debt. Hence the 
receipts balanced the payments. The receipts in
crease our London funds, and the payments are 
made from these funds. As long as receipts are 
equal to payments there is no scarcity of funds· 
in London. In recent years the supply of London 
funds depended upon the value of Australian 
exports and the loans raised abroad. Both these 
fell substantially in' the year ended 30 June, 1930. 
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The chief items in the balance of payments for 
this year may be stated as follows:-

DEBITS 
Imports 
Debt services 

CREDITS 
Exports of goods 
Exports of gold .. 
Loans in London .. 
Deficit 

£131,000,000 
£36,000,000 

£97,000,000 
£28,000,000 
£15,000,000 
£27,000,000 

£ I67,<)OOI'XlO 

This is a very rough approximation: all 
minor items are omitted. Such items would only 
increase the "deficit." The loans include two 
issues of Treasury bills of £5,000,000 each, and 
loans raised for the cities of Sydney and Bris
bane. The deficit really represents the amount 
of short-term borrowing that has been necessary 
for meeting the payments on the debit side. Two 
main items are involved: (a) the funds belong
ing to foreigners but retained in Australia on 
account of the high exchange rate, and invested 
temporarily in Australian securities; and (b) the 
overdrafts we have obtained in London. 
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PROSPECTS FOR 1930-31 

We adjusted our balance of payments in 1929-
30 by three expedients---exports of gold, over
drafts in London, and the retention of some funds 
in Australia. These expedients are not available 
except to a minor degree this year. We may wipe 
out our deficit by raising a long-term loan in 
London, but for the current account we can 
expect no assistance from loans, and very little 
from the other special measures that we used last 
year. London funds wiII be built up mainly from 
exports. A good wheat harvest will increase our 
export~, but with present prices for wooL and 
wheat we cannot expect to make up more than a 
small amount of the £45,000,000 decline in the 
value of exports recorded last year. * 

It would be rash at this stage to state a figure; 
but for purposes of iIIustration let us take 
£100,000,000. From this sum the Government 
must have £36,000,000 for its overseas debt obli
gations. A margin of £64,000,000 will then be 
left for imports. This is a decline of £67,000,000 

• For the first eight months at the year 1930-31 exports at gooda 
amounted to £69,000,000 and gold £7,000,000. But the goods are 
valued at Australian prices Including exchange. Despite many 
wheat and butter exports the sterling value of goods exported Is 
not likely to reach £90,000,000. Imports tor the eight months fell 
to £47.000,000 and tor the whole year may reach only £66,000,000. 
But this Is abnormally low. It they are only £70,000,000 In future 
and export prices do not Improve the excess of exports over Imports 
would be only £20,000,000: and £36,000,000 are required. Gold 
8uppltea apart from annual production of less than £2,000,000 will 
not be avallahle. It will therefore be necessary to expand exports 
unle.se Au.tralla can renew borrowing overseas. 
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on the figure for 1929-30, and £80,000,000 on that 
for the previous two years. We have therefore to 
face a reduction in imports unprecedented in the 
history of the Commonwealth. The reduction 
will be greater if the present volume of exports 
is not maintained: it will, of course, be less if we 
can increase exports. The conditions in the ex
port industries thus have a vital bearing on the 
balance of payments, and will be examined below. 



III. THE CONDITIONS OF EXPORT 
PRODUCTION 

WHATEVER views may be held concerning 
economic policy in the depression, no one ques
tions the desirability of maintaining exports at 
their present volume. The less favourable har
vest of 1929-30 reduced the volume of wheat 
exports. Other exports did not seriously decline 
in volume. Yet we suffered a great loss in the 
income we received for our exports. This is clear 
from the following figures showing the decline in 
the value of exports for the year 1929-30, com
pared with the previous year:-

Wool 
Hides and skins 
Wheat 
Flour 
Sugar 
Butter 

Total 

£25,000,000 
2,6g8,000 

10.300,000 
1,032 ,000 
3,006,000 

848,000 

.. 42,884,000 

LOSSES IN EXPORT PRODUCTION 

There is a loss here of £43,000,000 (approxi
mately thirty per cent) of what was considered the 
normal value of exports. We may expect all in-
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crease in the volume of wheat exported this year, 
but in no other exports can we anticipate an 
immediate expansion. With present-tendencies in 
world prices we must face a permanently lower 
value for our exports. This ·means less income 
for the export industries. If the fall in income 
was a small amount, the position could be met with 
minor adjustments of costs. But even with some 
recovery in prices the loss will be twenty-five per 

I 
cent this year. No industry can meet a loss of 
thirty per cent in one year, twenty-five per cent 
in the next, and perhaps a similar loss in the fol

\ lowing years unless it secures a great fall iii costs. 
The alternative is a severe contraction of pro
_duction to those producers who have the lowest 
costs of production. -This is the prospect facing 
the primary producers of Australia. 

THE MARGINAL PRODUCER 

In no industry is there a uniform cost of pro
duction. The primary industries are spread over 
lands of widely varying fertility and climatic 
conditions. There are also considerable differ
ences in the skill with which producers manage 
their properties. There are always marginal 
producers. These are the men who can barely 
make ends meet. The value of their land is just 
sufficient to defray the costs of clearing, fencing, 
and generally bringing it to the productive stage. 
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T~ere is no unimproved land value for such pro
ducers. A fall in the prices of their products will 
des~oy the return on their outlay, and perhaps 
leave them with less than the basic wage. 

The point may be illustrated by reference to the 
wheat farmers of the:Northern Mal1ee in Vic
toria. Professor S. M. Wadham, of the Univer
sity of Melbourne, has made a careful estimate of 
the cost of production of wheat in this area (see 
his pamphlet The Boundaries of Arable Cultiva
tion . in Victoria, published by the Melbourne 
Univet:sity Press). With wheat at 3s. 6d. per 
bushel, the income to the farmer would be iIl3, 
an enterprise, remarks Professor Wadham, that 
is "not worthy of consideration." We cannot 
expect men to devote the best years of their lives 
to producing wheat under such conditions. 

The same reasoning could be applied to other 
primary industries. There are marginal wool, 
butter, sugar, and fruit producers. If present 
prices and present .costs are maintained many of 
them will be driven off the land. A reduction in 
land values can offer them no relief, for it means 
that they forgo the fruits of years of labour, and 
even then earn incomes far below the average for 
the whole country. It takes time for the ful1 
effect of a fall in prices to work its havoc upon 
the marginal producer. But slowly here and there 
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farms may go out of production and the volume 
of exports steadily decline. This is a prospect that 
must be faced in the process of economic read
justment that now confronts Australia. 

LOWERING COSTS 

An essential condition of recovery from the 
present depression is the restoration of a measure 
of prosperity in primary production. Some steps 
have been taken in this direction already. Rural 
wages in Queensland and New South Wales have 
been decontrolled, and there have been substantial 
reductions in some wage rates in the pastoral 
industry. This will offer some relief, but we can
not expect the workers and the producers in 
primary industries to bear the whole of the 
burden of the loss of income. The farmer must 
buy the products of other industries, he must 
use transport and pay taxes for the mainten
ance of government, and he must meet his interest 
obligations. A reduction in anyone of these costs 
will not meet the deficiency iIi his income caused 
by the fall in prices. Only by a sharing of the 
losses can the position be met. Land values and 
. interest payments are considered below. 

THE BURDENS OF THE TARIFF 
Let us look for a moment at other costs. Under 

Australian conditions of protected and sheltered 
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production the farmer pays higher prices for the 
goods and services he requires for the mainten
ance of his industry. Part of these high prices 
is due to the tariff. An exhaustive inquiry carried 
out by a committee of Australian economists found 
that, after allowing for all assistance the export 
producer receives, the net burden of the tariff I 
on him amounted to eight per cent of his costs. 
The tariff has been greatly increased in the past 
three years, and the value of export production 
has declined. The tariff costs on the export pro
ducer will therefore have increased. A higher 
tariff ultimately adds to the burdens of the export 
producer, unless it is accompanied by a lowering 
of costs in protected industries. A sheltered in
dustry like transport also experiences increased 
costs, and will endeavour to pass on these higher 
costs. 

Misdirected economic policy may thereforel 
impose a severe burden on export producers. 
The same comment applies to wage rates that are 
higher than the productive capacity of industry 
will permit. To meet the position created in the 
export industries, it is essential that costs in 
protected and sheltered industries should be re
duced. Unless this is done the marginal producer 
will sooner or later succumb to the inevitable 
economic pressure of accumulated losses, and 
exports will decline. 
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LAND VALUES 
But even allowing for the relief offered by 

lower costs in other industries and lower wages 
in export industries, there still remains the bur
den of land values. In industrial enterprises the 
decline in share prices spreads the capital losses 
of a depression over a large body of shareholders. 
There are also capital losses in primary produc
tion. Land has been valued on the basis of 
favourable prices. The irivestor takes the risk of 
a fall in prices, and therefore a fall in the value of 
his security. The producer also assumes. a risk 
when he devotes his capital to the purchase of a 
farm. Many recent purchasers will lose this 
capital, and may be even unable to meet the full 
interest on their mortgages. 

This is a difficulty familiar in all primary pro
ducing countries. It is met by a slow scaling down 
of mortgages, and this process has now com
menced in Australia. As with other costs, a reduc
tion in interest payments may be an essential 
condition of the maintenance of some primary 
producers. It is vital for the economic prosperity 
of Australia that primary production should not 
decrease, and an equitable lowering of costs is the 
only method by which the position can be met. 



IV. THE CONDITIONS OF PROTECTED 
PRODUCTION 

LIKE export production, the protected industries 
come into competition with oversea producers. 
They must meet the competition by selling at a 
price below the cost of importing similar goods 
from oversea competitors. 

But there are two vital differences between the 
export and the protected industries. In the first 
place, exported goods must meet competition in the 
oversea market after paying the cost of transport 
from Australia. The protected industries for thE: 
most part sell their products in the domestic mar
ket, and have the advantage that oversea competi
tors must meet the cost of transport to Australia. 
In the second place, a substantial duty is placed 
upon the goods of oversea competitors, and the pro
tected industries in Australia are able to charge 
higher prices by reason of the protection afforded 
them through the duties on imports and the cost 
of transport. Export industries for the most part 
get no tariff assistance, though they receive other 
assistance, and the cost of oversea transport de-
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presses the Australian price of their goods. 
There is thus a natural (transport) as well as an 
artificial (tariff) disparity between the conditions 
under which export and protected industries are 
developed. 

EXCESS COSTS OF PROTECTION 

Taking the estimates made by the Tariff Com
mittee for I926-27, the amount of protected 
production was as follows:-

Primary industries .. 
. Secondary industries 

40,000,000 
. . £IIO,ocx>,OOO 

£150,000,000 

The primary industries include butter, sugar, 
and dried fruit. Each of these has a special 
Australian price by which it defrays the losses 
on exports. The tariff makes possible this special 
price, and it is a burden upon Australian con
sumers. Moreover, it enters into the cost of living, 
and, under Australian practice, raises money 
wages. This, in turn, adds to the cost of produc
tion in all industries, including the protected in
dustries themselves. 

In the secondary industries that receive protec
tion there is also a special Australian price. It 
varies according to the efficiency of the industry, 
and was estimated by the Tariff Committee to 
be on the average about twenty-four per cent 
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above the price of the same goods imported duty 
free. This also is an added burden upon Aus
tralian consumers, and increases the costs of 
production of industry generally. The total 
excess costs for all protected industries in 1926-27 
was estimated at £36,000,000, or twenty-four per 
cent of the total income derived from these indus
tries. This was the approximate cost of the tariff 
to Australia for that year. 

THE TARIFF AND PRICES 

We have seen that the export industries have 
suffered a severe loss of income through the fall 
in oversea prices. How are the protected indus
tries affected by the fall in world prices? Every 
decline in prices abroad will increase the severity I 
of the competition of oversea goods with pro- . 
tected goods in the Australian market. But the 
fall in prices of secondary products overseas has 
been much less than the fall in prices of such 
goods as wool and wheat. Hence, protected pro-I 
duction in Australia has not been so adversely 
affected by the general decline in the price level. 
The pronounced rise in the tariff since November 
(1929) has, moreover, given protected production / 
an additional shelter against oversea competition. 
Had higher import duties not been imposed, pro
tected production would have felt more of the 
shock of the world depression in prices. The 
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tariff has given it a privileged position, and has 
thus helped to sustain a high Australian price 
level, because sheltered industries, such as trans
port, are able, within wide limits, to keep up their 
prices, and they endeavour to pass on the portion 
of the excess costs of protected goods that falls 
upon them. Hence high costs in the protected 

I industries help to sustain high prices in the 
, sheltered industries, and thus to inflate the 

general price level. 

WHY COSTS MUST FALL 

. But neither protected nor sheltered industries 
can escape the losses of economic depression. The 
decline in the national income forces a contraction 
of demand for all classes of goods, and a fall in 
imports must not be regarded as automatically 
leaving a larger market for protected gooOs in 
Australia. Such an assumption is implicit in the 
views of those who advocate a prohibitive tariff 
as a means of promoting Australian industry. In 
recent months we have raised the tariff and im
ports have also declined heavily. There has also 
been a large and growing volume of unemploy
ment in the protected industries. The cause of 
this unemployment is to be found in high costs of 
production and the decline in spending power. 
It is not suggested that protected industries as 
a whole are inefficient, or that costs in these in-
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dustries are not lower than they were a year ago. 
As with export industries every effort is being 
made to get costs down. That they are too high 
may be shown by the foIlowing comparison of 
prices as at February, 1930, coIlected by the Royal 
Commission on the Coalmining Industry:-

Cost per ton. 

Great 
BrltaJn. U.S.A. Australia. 

Pig iron .. .. .. .. ii I. 0 - is 15 6 
Steel raUs .. .. .. .. 8 10 0 i9 0 0 II 17 6 
Wire nails .. ...... 9 17 6 II 4 0 20 II 3 
Galvanized iron .. .. 13 • 0 16 6 8 22 10 0 

Cement .......... • 7 0 3 0 0 4 • 0 
Steel joists .. .. .. 8 10 0 9 0 0 II 11 6 

WAGES AND EFFICIENCY 
With such a disparity in prices of Australian 

and oversea goods it is impossible for local indus
tries to expand sufficiently to absorb the unem
ployed workers, and thus to make up the deficiency 
in national income caused by the faIl in export 
prices. Prices cannot be sufficiently reduced by 
a fall in wages, though such a fall is inevitable 
under existing conditions. The point may be iIlus
trated by reference to the wages paid in manufac
turing industries in Australia. For the year 
1927-28 total wages amounted to £91,365,000, the 
value added (net income from these industries) 
was £167,403,000, and the total value of output 
c 
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including the costs of raw materials and fuel used 
was 417,000,000. 

A fall in wages cannot therefore bring all the 
relief required. There must also be an increase in 
general efficiency. For this purpose the economies 
of large scale production are necessary. There 
has been some tendency to increase the size of the 
factory in recent years. Thus the proportion of 
total factory workers employed in factories with 
more than 100 hands rose from 35.7 per cent in 
1907 to 43.7 per cent in 1926-27. A further 
development in this direction is an essential con
dition of a fall in costs in all secondary produc
tion, and this fall must take place before Australia 
can solve her unemployment problem. 



V. THE LOSSES OF DEPRESSION 

IT has been shown above that Australia has 
incurred a serious loss of income. There is always 
a fall in national income during a depression. It 
manifests itself in all countries in a decline in pro
fits and an increase in unemployment. If the 
depression is not severe prosperity may be restored 
without fundamental adjustments. Australia in 
common with the rest of the world experienced 
such a depression in 1908 and again in 1921. In 
both cases a rise in the prices of exports followed 
soon after the depression, and our traditional 
policy of oversea borrowing was not seriously 
interrupted. . 

It cannot be too often repeated that the depres
sion of to-day differs from those of recent history 
in two important respects. Firstly, the fall in 
export prices has been much more pronounced, 
and there is no prospect of a complete recovery in 
prices. Secondly, we cannot obtain further loans 
from overseas. The loss of income is thus much 
greater on this occasion, and it is also more 
enduring. 
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MONEY LOSSES AND REAL LOSSES 

It is first necessary to distinguish real losses 
from money losses. The distinction may be illus
trated in the following way. Under the con
ditions operating up to 30 June, 1929, we could 
expect exports to reach £145,000,000. If the price 
level in Australia fell twenty per cent we could 
incur a reduction in exports of twenty per cent, 
that is, £29,000,000, without suffering areal loss 
in the income received from exports. With lower 
prices and lower money incomes there would be 
no fall in the standard of living. The volume o~ 
the national income would not be reduced; its 
money value only would have been adjusted by 
the general fall in the price level. Unfortunately, 
the price level throughout the world is subject to 
considerable fluctuations, sometimes rising and 
sometimes falling. When prices are falling most 
people measure their losses in money values dis
regarding the fact that money will purchase 
more at the lower price level., The real loss is 
much less than the money loss. 

Australia is in this position to-day. Our price 
level is falling, and the more it moves towards 
the lower level of world prices the greater will 
be the decline in money income, and the less the 
loss of real income. There are two reasons for 
this. First, the exporting industries will be able 
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to secure a substantial reduction in costs to enable 
them to continue production at the lower level of 
prices in the world market. The volume of ex
ports would not then be greatly reduced. Sec
ondly, lower costs would also prevail in protected 
industries, which would then compete more ef
fectively with imports and be in a position to 
absorb some of the unemployed and expand their 
output. There might then be not merely a res
toration of the former volume of protected 
production, but an actual increase that would 
afford some compensation for the loss of income 
in the exporting industries. If, however, pro
tected industries use the recent increases in the 
tariff to sustain high prices this satisfactory 
result cannot be attained. * 

THE INCIDENCE OF THE LOSS 
Pending such a fall in prices and an expansion 

of production there is a serious loss of real in
come. The first incidence of the loss is on the 
income of export producers, the profits of industry 
generally and the unemployed. The magnitude 
of these losses may be indicated. Exports have 
declined by about one-third, and the incomes of 
export producers will have fallen accordingly. In 

• A more detailed statement of the 1088 of national Income will 
be found in my statement of evtdence before the Commonwealth 
Arbitration Court and reprinted 8.8 one of the documents of the 
t!I(',onomlc crisis in Shann and Copland: The CriM.t '" AtywGJ,,", 
~"a"06. J919-U (Anguli and. Robertson). 
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recent months the values of shares have fallen by 
thirty-five per cent to forty per cent on the aver
age. The decline in profits was probably not less 
severe. Unemployment has rapidly increased, and 
the official figure for the second qUarter of 1930 
was a record, at 18·6 per cent.* Most classes 
of the community have been affected by these 
losses though the distribution of loss between and 
within classes is inequitable. 

The reduction in rear income has been very 
substantial, because Australian prices have falien 
less than world prices. While this disparity in 
prices exists, the distribution of the loss of in
come tends to remain as already indicated. 
Export producers find n9 relief from lower costs, 
industry generally continues with reduced profits, 
and unemployment increases. The losses thus 
tend to be cumulative. They pile up, causing 
serious social and financial disturbance. To meet 
the difficulty a fall in costs is essential, and this 
must be accomplished by an all-round increase in 
efficiency and a fall in salaries and wages. Both 
adjustments are now in progress, but they must 
be expedited if the losses of income are to be kept 
within reasonable limits. It is frequently asserted 
that a fall in wages reduces the spending power of 
the people and aggravates the situation. This is 

• By the fourth quarter of 1930 unemployment had risen to 13" 
and the v&1uea of Industr1aJ. .baree had. tallen by 60tJ,. 
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surely a fallacy. The loss of spending power has 
already been incurred. It will become greater if 
costs are not reduced to enable more goods' at 
lower prices to be produced. 

THE RATE OF INTEREST 

But it is. argued that, while prices and incomes 
are falling, the rate of interest has not' fallen. 
This is quite true at the moment, and it is always 
a disturbing fact in a period of depression. It is 
equally true that in prosperous times when prices 
are rising, the rate of interest lags behind. Those 
who receive incomes from mortgages, deben
tures, or Government stock incur a loss of real 
income during rising prices. They are the only 
people to escape a loss in the first stages of a de
pression. But they don't maintain their privileged ' 
posit:on for long, and, in any case, it must be I 

remembered that they are not a social class dis
tinct from other classes. In the first stages of 
depression industry is heavily over-capitalized 
with short-term debts, mainly in the form of 
overdrafts. Capital is scarce and interest rates 
are high. As readjustment proceeds these short
term debts are reduced, bank advances are 
decreased, and more saving is possible. Interest 
rates then fall. . 

In confirmation of this it is only necessary to 
draw attention to the fall in interest rates on the 
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short loan money markets in London and New 
York in recent months. Australia has had good 
reason to be pleased with this movement. Within 
the last fortnight (August, 1930) she was able to 
renew £5,000,000 in Treasury bills in London at a 
rate of interest of less than £3 2S. per cent. A 
year ago the rate was £6 lIS. per cent. While we 
cannot expect such a spectacular fall in rates of 
interest on long-term loans, there is no doubt 
that a decline will occur as prices fall and econ
omic readjustment proceeds. Many mortgagees 
will doubtless find it necessary to reduce their 
rates, because primary producers will not be able 
to meet their obligations. With regard to Gov
ernment stocks, the declines will occur in the 
process of conversion as the stocks fall due. But 
the decline in the rate of interest cannot take 
place while industry is carrying a large amount 
of floating debt and capital is scarce. 



VI. CREDIT AND THE BANKING 
STRUCTURE 

THE vital test of the soundness of a banking 
structure lies in the nature of the assets of the 
banks. In all businesses it is, of course, true that 
the relation of assets to liabilities is the test of 
solvency. Banking is, however, a special type of 
business, in which the proportion of liquid assets 
must be high. Advances constitute the principal 
assets of the banks, and it is through advances 
that banks furnish credit to industry. The banks 
themselves collect funds in the form of deposits, 
and make these funds available to industry. It is 
sometimes stated that the banks can create credit 
by the simple process of issuing advances to pro
ducers, and this view has led to some misunder
standing concerning the nature of banking. To 
a certain extent banks do create credit, but their 
powers in this matter are limited. Firstly, they 
must keep sufficient cash reserves to meet the 
demands of trade, and, secondly, their advances 
must be made against productive assets.. With 
regard to the first, an increase in advances tends 
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to increase the spending power of the community, 
and unless it is followed by a corresponding in
crease in production prices will rise. 

Such an increase in prices is inevitable if credit 
is expanded beyond the real requirements of pro
ductive industry. In other words, inflation may 
be caused by an excessive issue of credit. With 
higher prices, there is an increased demand for 
cash, and the bankers find their proportion of 
cash to deposits declining. There may, however, 
be considerable variations in this proportion, and 
to this extent banks are able to create additional 
credit. But if the credit created leads to a d~ple
tion of cash reserves it is then necessary to 
reverse the policy by reducing advances, lower
ing prices, and, therefore, the demand for cash, 
and thus replenishing cash reserves. If' this is 
not done prices will remain high and ultimately 
cause exchange difficulties, unless prices in the 
outsi~e world are rising. 

This extension of advances has been taking 
place in the Australian banks in recent years, and 
die proportion of cash to deposits has fallen to a 
little more than fourteen per cent. * With the 
development of the Commonwealth Bank as a cen-
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tral bank and the withdrawal of the gold from the 
private banks, there has been a steady decline in 
this proportion of cash to deposits, but the banks 
doubtless feel that the present proportion is 
unduly low, and this is one reason why it has been 
found necessary to restrict credit in recent 
months. 

RELATION OF ADVANCES TO DEPOSITS 

The second test of sound policy of making 
advances lies in the degree to which such ad
vances are accompanied by a corresponding 
increase in production. If advances are accom
panied by a corresponding increase in deposits, 
it may be assumed that production is developing 
satisfactorily, and industry is making available 
increasing deposits to sustain the policy of the 
banks. If this is not the case, the advances of 
the banks become less liquid, because they are not 
always being made against productive assets, and 
this development is a breach of sound banking 
practice. It is unfortunately necessary for the 
banks to make such advances during a period of 
depression, and this has been done in the past 
twelve months by the Australian banks. The 
advances show an increase from £248,000,000 at 
30 June, 1929, to £263,000,000 at 30 June, 1930. 
At the same time, total deposits declined from 
£286,000,000 to £268,000,000. The ratio of ad-
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vances and discounts to deposits rose from 86.7 
per cent to ninety-eight per cent. This indicates 
that the banks were making available credits to 
industries that had been adversely affected by the 
depression. 

Such a condition of affairs cannot, of course, 
continue indefinitely without unduly increasing 
the proportion of non-liquid assets held by the 
banks and, therefore, compromising the credit 
structure for which the banks are responsible. 
Given a policy of deflation and a return to ex
change parity with London, the banks have no 
alternative but to attempt to reduce their ad
vances. Banks have also been holding consider
able quantities of Government securities, and if 
the proportion of advances and Government 
securities to deposits is taken, it will be found 
that it has moved from 94·7 per cent in June, 
1929, to 104·9 per cent a year later. Here we 
have an excess of advances and securities over 
liabilities. This is made possible by reason of the 
fact that the banks had accumulated reserves 
during the prosperous period before the depres
sion. 

A CENTRAL BANK 

The prosperity of a country may be consider
ably influenced by the policy pursued by bankers, 
and it is for this reason that nearly all countries 
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have found it necessary to establish central banks. 
The tendency to increase credit unduly in periods 
of good trade is soinetimes irresistible. This may 
lead to an over-extension of credit, which pro
motes economic prosperity for the time being. 
When, however, it is found that the proportion of 
cash reserves to deposits has fallen and the pro
portion of advances to deposits has risen, banks 
find it necessary to reverse their policy, and this 
is a contributing factor to economic depression. 
Such developments may occur even under ordin
ary conditions when there has been no serious 
decline in export prices. It is the purpose of a 
central bank working in co-operation with the 
other banks to avoid an undue extension of credit, 
and thus to render unnecessary a policy of credit 
restriction. Hence the problem before a central 
bank is to promote stability of business condi
tions. 

It is not suggested that complete stability can 
be secured even by the most successful central 
banking system, but the banks under a co-ordin
ated and far-sighted policy can do much to pro
mote business stability. For this purpose it is 
necessary that the central bank shall have the 
confidence of the other banks, and shall be work
ing in close co-operation with them. In Australia 
efforts have been made in recent years to develop 
the Commonwealth Bank into a central bank, and 
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much has been achieved in this direction. To
wards this end the bank has not pursued an active 
trading policy; the Savings Bank has been 
separated from the general banking department; 
the bank has control of the note issue; many of 
the commercial banks now keep substantial 
reserves with the Commonwealth Bank; before 
the present depression it had substantial funds in 
London; and, finally, it has built up a large pro
portion (sixty per cent at the end of 1929) of 
liquid assets. * These conditions are essential for 
the development of successful central banking. 
If a new central bank were established in Aus
tralia it would be necessary to build up a similar 
organization, and this would take a considerable 
time. Such a central bank would be of little value 
in the present crisis. For the Commonwealth 
Bank to complete its evolution towards a central 
bank, it must build up a technique of "open mar
ket dealings" in public securities, whereby it can 
make its policy effective. For instance, if it were 
desired to stimulate business at any time, lower 
rates of interest might be promoted by the pur
chase of Government securities by the Central 
Bank. This would also have the effect of in-

• The llQuldlty of the asaets of the Commonwealth Bank le 
greatly &traded by the soundness of Government securities as aD 
tnveatmenL Since 1929 these securities have fallen In price and 
they are to some extent fro.en a.ssets. Sound finance and con .. 
fldence In a Government are essential to the funcUonloa of the 
Bank &8 a centraJ Institution. 
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creasing credit, and enabling the commercial 
banks to proceed with a more ambitious policy in 
granting advances. Conversely, the sale of Gov
ernment securities would increase interest rates 
and cause a restriction of credit. Such dealings 
in securities are undertaken by central banks 
abroad for the purpose of securing co-ordination 
of banking policy. 



VII. CONTROLLING EXCHANGE 

IN paying interest on an external debt a country 
must collect the necessary funds from its people 
by taxation, and "transfer" these funds to the 
holders of its securities abroad. These two pro
blems have engaged the attention of many 
countries since the war because both victors and 
vanquished had accumulated heavy external debts 
in a short period. . There has been some con
troversy concerning the relative difficulties of the 
two problems. Is it easier to raise the necessary 
taxation in the country than to transfer the funds 
overseas? The answer to this question depends 
upon the taxable capacity of the country, the 
buoyancy of its national income, and the nature 
of its foreign trade. In a period of depression 
when the national income has fallen and the 
export trades are suffering from a decline in 
world prices, both problems are difficult. This 
is the situation in which Australia is placed to
day. She has to meet payments on account of her 
external debt amounting to £36,000,000 annually. 



CONTROLLING EXCHANGE 

THE TRANSFER PROBLEM 
The taxation problem involved will be examined 

in a later article. ,1 proceed to discuss what has 
been called the transfer problem. British holders 
of Australian securities have to be paid in British 
currency. They want a cheque on a bank that 
will entitle them to credit or currency in Great 
Britain, not in Australia. To fulfil this require
ment the Commonwealth Government must have 
claims to credits in Great Brit~in against which 
it (or its agent) can draw the necessary cheques 
in favour of the British holders of its securities. 
By raising taxation in Australia the Government 
can establish the necessary credits here. But a 
credit in Australia must be transferred into a 
credit in London before the interest can be paid 
in Great Britain. This is the transfer problem. 
In recent years the Australian Government has 
been able to obtain credits in London, because it 
was raising loans there. The funds obtained 
from the loans were paid to the account of the 
Government in London, and the funds raised in 
Australia by taxation to meet the interest on the 
external debt were used for loan expenditure here. 
It is not true, as is sometimes stated, that we were 
borrowing merely to pay interest, but the oversea 
borrowing simplified the transfer problem. 
D 
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BANKS AND LONDON CREDITS 

This is a simple statement of the position. In 
fact, the loans did not exactly balance the interest 
payments. Sometimes they were greater and 
sometimes less. The adjustment of differences 
was made through ordinary exchange trans
actions, which must be examined in discussing the 
present transfer problem. We have now to meet 
our external interest payments without oversea 
borrowing. The Government must therefore find 
some new source of credits in London. This is 
available through the Australian banks, but only 
under certain conditions. 

The banks are constantly transferring funds 
between Australia and Great Britain. All imports 
and exports involve such transfers. Australian 
exporters are paid in Australian credit or cur
rency, and the oversea purchaser pays to the 
account of some bank'( or other exchange broker) 
an equivalent amount in London. Exports thus 
create Australian credits in London. Imports on 
the other hand are paid for from these credits. 
There are other transactions which increase or de
crease the supply of our credits in London, but we 
may ignore these as not being sufficient to affect 
the argument. We then have Australian exports 
creating credits in London, and from these credits 
are paid imports and debt obligations. The banks 
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finance imports and exports, and they will have 
credits in London, provided the exports exceed 
the imports. The Government may then buy these\ 
credits by depositing the proceeds of taxation with I 
the banks in Australia. The banks will then sup
ply the Government with the necessary credits in 
London from which interest can be paid. 

THE EXCHANGE POOL 

This is indeed the essenc.e of the arrangement 
made recently for pooling exchange. The banks 
will supply £3,000,000 in London credits per 
month to the Government, which pays for this 
in Australia at the current rate of exchange. 
This rate is now £106 1os.* for a telegraphic 
transfer of £100 in London. It is less for bills 
depending on their time of payment. The high 
rate is, of course, due to a scarcity of credits in 
London, and the banks are prepared to pay 
£106 2S. 6d. in Australia to the exporter who has 
an immediate claim of £100 in London. The high 
rate thus gives an "exchange bounty" to the ex
porter, but imposes an additional "duty" on the 
importer, and increases the amount the Govern
ment must pay for its credits in London. The 
exchange pool is an attempt to control the ex
changes at this level and to furnish the necessary 

• Since thi. was written the rate h&8 risen, as a reIIult of com
petition for the credits in London.. to £lao lOa. 
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credits in London to enable the Government to 
meet its overseas obligations. I have examined 
the detailed conditions necessary for the success 
of this arrangement in a book on Credit and 
Currency Control recently published. Suffice it 
to say here that the main condition is an excess 
of exports over imports of £36,000,000, repres
enting the credits the Government requires in 
London. We must, therefore, expand our exports 
or decrease our imports,- and this raises questions 
pertaining to internal economic conditions which 
have been examined above. 

COSTS MUST COME DOWN 
Costs in the export industries must be reduced 

to sustain them at the present low prices and 
allow them to expand. For this purpose costs in 
protected and sheltered industries must also fall. 
Such a fall would enable local industry to com
pete more successfully with imports, and thus to 
reduce imports. An exchange pool can at best be 
a piece of financial mechanism for meeting 
external obligations. Its success depends ulti
mately upon the efficiency of our industries and 
their costs of production. Exchange control is 
in itself no solution. Indeed, if it is not accom

l panied by the necessary readjustments in internal 
economic conditions to produce the required 
surplus of exports it may aggravate the situation 
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by creating a false sense of security. Thus, 
efforts to limit imports by tariff prohibition or 
higher duties may help to sustain a high local 
price level and discourage the decline in costs 
required for the maintenance and expansion of 
exports. In attempting to reduce imports it is\ 
necessary, first to safeguard industries that de
pend upon external supplies of raw materials and 
semi-manufactured goods, and secondly, to avoid 
any action that will sustain or increase costs in 
the export industries. 



VIII. MARKETING AND THE 
MERCHANT 

FOR some years there has been considerable con
troversy in Australia . concerning the relative 
efficiency of different methods of marketing 
primary products, notably wheat. The fall in 
prices has made this controversy more acute, and 
during this year there has been much agitation 
in political circles and among wheat producers 
for a compulsory pool. It is an aspect of the pre
sent depression that may have important con
sequences for the future of primary production 
in Australia. This is my reason for discussing it 
here. 

THE COSTS OF MARKETING 
We may take wheat as an illustrative case 

because there has been so much discussion on the 
marketing of this commodity that the facts are 
fairly well known. First it is necessary to clear 
away a misunderstanding that is very common in 
considering the cost of production of primary 
products. Marketing is an extension of produc-
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tion. The farmer looks' with dismay upon the 
great difference between his price and the price 
the oversea buyer pays for the wheat in the im
porting country. The difference is necessary to 
cover all the costs of transferring the wheat from 
the farm to the oversea buyer. As production 
extends to new and more distant lands, and trans
port by sea and land increases, these intermediate 
costs become greater. They are frequently con
fused with the more purely marketing costs; that 
is, the costs of arranging for the sale of the wheat. 
In view of this confusion it may be desirable to 
set out the average cost of handling wheat from 
the farmer's waggon in Australia to Liverpool 
in a normal season. 

Country agent's commission 
Overhead, including loss of interest 
Terminal handling charges, including 

rentals and wharfage .. 
Inland freight 

Total cost to seaboard .. 
Oversea freight 
Insurance and interest on B./L. 

Total cost-

Pence 
per bushel 
1.500 

.875 

1. 125 
4·50 

12.50 
·50 

8.00 

13·00 

21.00 

• Since thl. waa written overae&l!l freight chargee have faileD 
and a slight red.ucUon In country agents' commission has been 
made. The etrect 18 to reduce the total coat to about 19 peDCO. 
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These items ·vary a little among the Australian 
States, and oversea freight varies from year to 
year. For last season it was much below the 
figure mentioned, and though rising at present it 
is still lower. 

CONDITIONS OF EFFICIENT MARKETING 

Analysing the costs briefly it is noticeable that 
of a total cost of IS. 9<i. per bushel IS. SId. is 
payment for inland and oversea freight, and in
surance. These are strictly not costs of market
ing, and would not vary with a change in the 
system of marketing. Of the remainder-3Id. 
per bushel-terminal handling charges account 
for about I!d., leaving 2!d. for economy in the 
process of marketing. This has to meet country 
agents' commission and overhead. Under any 
system of marketing, charges for these services 
would have to be met. The wheat has to be 
received at country stations, and loaded on trucks. 
and there would also be the overhead charges for 
any marketing organization. A saving of over 
20 per cent on these items would be required to 
reduce the costs of marketing by Id. per bushel, 
and this might fairly be regarded as the maximum 
saving possible. But it would be realized only 
( I ) if the new marketing organization were 
generally more efficient and its overhead cost 
lower, (2) if it was able to handle the wheat at 
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country stations more economically, and (3) if 
it adopted as sound a selling policy as prevails :it 
present. 

It is with respect to the last mentioned that the 
real difficulty arises. At present wheat market
ing is carried out by private merchants, and 
voluntary pools in some States. The published 
records of the average prices received by the 
farmers under the two systems in recent years 
shows a balance in favour of the merchants in all 
States except Western Australia, where the pool 
showed a net advantage over the whole period, 
1924-25 to 1928-29, of slightly less than lid. per 
bushel. In the other States the advantage in 
favour of the merchants averaged (per State) 
IOd. per bushel for this period. Qearly the mer
chants were more efficient in these States. Better 
returns might have been due to (a) successful 
chartering of wheat vessels, and (b) a sales 
organization enabling wheat to be shipped to any 
market where supplies were required at satis
factory prices. Given the prevailing tendency of 
prices in the world's markets the return to far
mers depends much more upon the success with 
which this part of the marketing process is 
accomplished, than upon the small savings pos
sible in handling charges or overhead costs. 
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ECONOMICS OF POOLING 

The proposals for a compulsory pool must be 
considered from this aspect. Is the pool likely to 
be more successful in chartering and in distribu
ting the wheat throughout the world's markets? 
The Canadian or United States examples cannot 
throw much light on the matter. In neither case 
is there a compulsory pool and the problems of 
management would be different under a compul
sory pool. The pool would be controlled by a repre
sentative board, and the management would have 
less initiative than the Canadian pool, and much 
less than the merchants. The responsibility of 
the pool would be enormous. There is the risk of 
great losses from mistakes in selling policy, and 
in chartering, and also the possibility of gains. 
But bearing in mind the difficulty of securing 
sufficient independence of management and the 
danger of interference by relatively inexperienced 
representatives on the board, the risk of loss is 
considerable. Any loss must be shared equally by 
farmers, just as a gain would be distributed 
among all. 

Marketing is a highly technical function, and 
there is no guarantee that a compulsory pool 
would perform it more successfully than the mer
chants and the voluntary pools to-day. The de
pression in prices is not due to the present 
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marketing machinery, but to a general increase 
in production. Compulsory pooling could not 
alter this, though it might attempt to raise the 
local prices, as was done with butter. There is 
indeed a danger of such a proposal. The local 
price for wheat, to offer a gain of 6d. per bushel 
over the whole crop, would have to be raised by 
between 2S. and 2S. 6d. per bushel, and this would 
increase the cost of living. Higher wages and 
rising costs of production would follow and an
other industry would be placed within the vicious 
system of artificial control so prevalent in Aus
tralian industry. , 



IX. THE GENERAL LEVEL OF WAGES 

IN common with other new countries Australia 
has always been a high-wage country. Relative 
to population productivity has been high, and this 
has been the basis upon which high wages have 
been paid. There has, of course, been much con
troversy about the rate of wages that the country 
could afford, and trade unions have sought to 
raise the general level of wages. Partly owing 
to their efforts the numbers of wage-earners 
working under the awards of wage-fixing tri
bunals has steadily increased. This has un
doubtedly raised the general level of wages, 
though it might not have greatly increased the 
basic wage. Indeed, apart from the addition in 
1922 of what is known as the "Powers 3s." there 
has been no apparent change in the real basic rate. 
Wages have moved with changes in the cost of 
living, as measured by an index number of food 
prices and house rents. This index number has 
been higher in recent years than an index number 
which included clothing and other household ex
penditure, so that the basic wage has been kept 
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a little higher than if the complete index number 
had been used. Real wages then have in fact 
increased since 1907. Besides, more workers 
are now getting this basic wage, and there has 
been much regulation of working conditions by 
industrial tribunals. The result has been an ap
preciable rise in the general level of real wages. 

THE BASIS OF WAGES 
The question now ,arises: Can the country 

sustain this general level of wages reached after 
years of discussion and controversy? No doubt 
trade union pressure put the general level up in 
the years of prosperity higher than it would have 
been without such pressure. That does not mean 
that high wages are due to the strength of trade 
unionism. In the United States wages in many 
industries are higher than in Australia, and there 
is much less trade union pressure there. Wages 
in Great Britain have always been higher than in 
Germany, but the trade unions in Germany are 
very strong. The most important influence deter
mining the level of wages in any country is not 
the bargaining power of employers and employed, 
but the productivity of industry, and the national 
income per head that can be sustained by this 
productivity. The general level of wages may be 
raised by pressure from organized labour, but it 
cannot go beyond a point fixed by the productivity 
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of industry. This is the important fact confront
ing wage-earners in Australia. A general level 
of wages that was economical in prosperous times 
becomes too great a burden in adversity. 

If this adversity were due to a temporary trade 
depression a reduction in the standard of living 
would not be necessary, but the present difficulties 
of Australia are much more serious. It cannot be 
too often repeated that we have suffered a loss in 
national income of 10 per cent, and there is no 
immediate prospect of this being made good. The 
indirect effect of the loss, shown clearly in the 
growing volume of unemployment, means that 
the reduction in national income is now more than 
10 per cent. The indirect losses will, however, 
be reduced as industry recovers. A continuance 
of depression inevitably increases the indirect 
losses, and the vital need of the moment is to face 
the first loss and thus to provide a basis for 
economic recovery. 

WHY WAGES MUST FALL 
The bearing of this on the general level of 

wages may be stated as follows: The export in
dustries are severely depressed by low prices and 
high costs. They cannot raise their prices, and 
if they are not to suffer a contraction of output 
their costs must be reduced. Already the shock: 
from the loss in export production and the ces-
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sation of borrowing has seriously reduced the 
income of other industries, and there is wide
spread unemployment in both sheltered and pro
tected industries. If the volume of export 
production falls, as it will unless some reduction 
in costs is achieved in other industries, there will 
be more and more unemployment in protected and 
sheltered industries. We should then continue 
the present practice of keeping up a high level of 
wages for a decreasing number of workers while 
the rest of the wage-earners are unemployed. 
Already there have been reductions in wages in 
export industries, and Australia is developing a 
system of inequalities of income among wage
earners, so pronounced in Great Britain in recent 
years. Wages in the unsheltered (export) in
dustries are lower than wages in sheltered 
industries. 

Australia has an exceptionally good chance of 
stopping this tendency, and spreading the sacri
fice more evenly. Its wage-fixing tribunals can 
a ppl y the necessary reduction in real wages to all 
industries. In doing so, they will reduce costs in 
protected and sheltered industries, and enable 
them to reduce their prices and expand their out
put. Costs in the export industries will then also 
fall, and a serious crisis in these industries will be 
averted. It is a great opportunity for Australia 
to prove to the world that its wage-fixing machin-
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ery is capable of meeting a crisis with expedition 
and equity. * 

SACRIFICE AND SPENDING POWER 

Two problems may occur to the reader: they 
will certainly trouble the wag~er. I can 
deal with them only very briefly here. 

First, it will be said that the wage-earner is 
bearing the whole burden of the loss of national 
income. That is not so. Already those engaged in 
export industries have suffered great losses of both 
capital and income, salaries have been reduced in 
many businesses, and the balance-sheets of indus
trial companies show a serious and increasing fall 
in profits. There remain only the recipients of fixed 
incomes, and quite clearly they will be asked to 
bear their share of the loss in the form of in
creased income tax and ultimately of lower rates 
of interest. The reduction of ten per cent in real 
wages will spread the share of the loss falling 
upon wa~ers evenly among the whole 
group. At present the unemployed are bearing the 
whole of this burden. 

Next, there will be a protest that a reduction in 
wages means a fall in the spending power of the 
country. That is a fallacy. The fall has already 

• The order of the Commonwealth Arbitration Court of January 
1911 reduclng the basic wage by 10'10 baa aeeompUahed a I.arJr8 
mea.ure of wbat waa suggested bere. It remalna for the State 
trlbUD&la ... whole to follow the lead of the Common_e&llll Coart. 
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occurred. and it is proportional to the decline in 
national income. Anything that increases national 
income or prevents it from falling further will 
also raise the spending power of the country or 
arrest the present decline in spending power. A 
fall in the general level of wages is necessary if 
industry is to be restored. and this is the quickest 
and surest way of increasing spending power. 

III 



X. COSTS OF DEVELOPMENT 

PUBLIC finance and economic development are 
intimately related in Australia. State ownership 
of railways and other enterprises, and the special 
measures taken by Governments to settle people 
on the land and to develop secondary industries 
have involved much public loan expenditure that 
is normally left to private enterprise. Australia 
has gone much further in this direction than most 
other countries, and our loan expenditure had 
risen to over. £40,000,000 per annum before the 
present crisis. Sir Lennon Raws made an analysis 
of the total loan expenditure of the States and the 
Commonwealth at June 30, 1927, and his figures 
illustrate the degree to which Governments have 
been engaged in economic development. His 
paper was published in the Economic Record 
for November, 1928, and wi1\ repay study at the 
present time. The following were the principal 
objects upon which loan moneys had been spent: 
Railways .. .. .. .. 
Water supply, irrigation .. 
Other business undertakings 

£311 poo,OOO 
115,000,000 
93,000,000 
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Harbours and rivers 
Soldier settlement 
Advances (homes, public bodies and 

settlers) 
Development (rural lands) 
Roads and bridges 
Public Buildings 
Miscellaneous 

39,000,000 
48,000,000 

26,000,000 
38,000,000 
26,000,000 
24,000,000 
18,000,000 

£738,000,000 

THE BURDEN OF UNSOUND EXPENDITURE 
Since 1927 the expenditure has been consider: 

ably increased and Australia has now a total debt J / 
on this account of more than £800,000,000. It is 
clear that a debt of this magnitude will greatly 
compromise budgets if it is not backed by interest
earning assets. Sir Lennon Raws found that in 
1927 the net deficit on all business undertak
ings of Australian Governments amounted to \ 
£6,200,000, or over Ii per cent on the capital out- ' 
lay. The position is worse now, because the 
State enterprises have been adversely affected by 
economic depression. But it was unsound before t 
the depression, and our public loan expenditure \ . 
for economic development was indeed the source 
of growing budget deficits. In many cases the ! 
costs of development had been greater than the 
tearnings of the enterprises justified: in other 
cases the charges for the services were not suf
ficient to meet the costs. In few cases were the 
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rigid methods of private finance adopted, and 
most enterprises were a charge on the 'public 
revenue. If a surplus was earned it was paid 
into consolidated revenue. 

In this way the interest burden of the public 
debt became a menace to all State budgets. The 
average rate of interest on the States' debts rose 
from £4 145. 4d. per cent in 1924 to £4 18s. 4d. 
per cent in 1929, and owing to the rapid extension 
of State enterprises in this period there was an 
increasing proportion of unprofitable expenditure. 
An example, perhaps an extreme case, may be 
instanced under the group settlement schemes. In 
Western Australia it has cost about £3300 to 
bring each farm to a productive condition. A 
board is now revaluing the farms, and the aver
age capital upon which settlers may be expected 
to pay interest is £1100. This does not provide 
for roads, railways, drainage, or stock and plant 
advances. Other States also have examples of 
developmental projects which have not justified 
the capital expenditure. 

THE TEST OF PROFITABLENESS 

It was this fact that led the British Economic 
Mission to express the view that Australia had 
m9rtgaged the future to an undue extent. The 
reports of the Development and Migration Com-
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mission provided ample evidence that insufficient 
care was being exercised in the expenditure of 
loan moneys. Charged with the duty of 
approving projects for the expenditure of 
£34,000,000 under the Migration Agreement with 
the British Government, the Commission after 
nearly three years of investigation had 1;leen able 
to recommend schemes to the extent of only 
£5,000,000. In its annual report for 1928 the 
Commission remarked that the soundness of the 
schemes was the dominant consideration. The 
test was not only that the .expenditure would yield 
an indirect and remote advantage, but that within 
a reasonable time the results would be directly 
profitable to the tax-payer and the people, includ
ing the migrant. 

When developmental expenditure is launched 
without due regard to costs the resultant interest 
burden must be met out of taxation. This burden 
has been growing at a rapid rate. In the last 
annual report Mr J. A. Norris (Auditor-General 
for Victoria) concluded that "the losses in con
nection with State-owned undertakings and State 
ventures are largely responsible for the present 
financial difficulties." Mr Norris does not sug
gest that these losses are irrecoverable or that the 
enterprises cannot be placed on a more satisfac· 
tory financial basis. 

It is, indeed, the task of financial reconstruction 
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to apply rigid financial tests to State enterprises 
by separating them from the budgets and giving 
them a capitalization upon which interest and 
depreciation can be paid. Such a procedure would 
be a stimulus to efficiency, and, in part, a guar
antee against unsound expenditure in the future. 
The careful methods of investigation initiated by 
the Development and Migration Commission 
should be applied to all loan expenditure. Such 
investigation would act as a deterrent to lmprofit
able development. We cannot now avoid the losses 
due to past mistakes. Firm action must be taken 
to prevent the recurrence of similar errors in the 
future, and fOT this purpose the closest scrutiny of 
loan expenditure should be insisted upon. 



XI. BALANCING BUDGETS 

FOR some time before the present acute economic 
crisis weaknesses in Australian public finances 
were apparent. The fixed interest charge on the 
public debt was rising, expenditure on social ser-, 
vices was expanding, and despite increases in taxa
tion it was more and more difficult to balance Bud- -
gets. For the year 1928-29 the recorded deficits in 
the accounts of the States and the Commonwealth 
amounted to £3,600,000 and for 1929-30 to 
£ II ,000,000. There was no valid excuse for 
deficits prior to 1929-30, and for that year the 
deficits were far too large. Up to 30 June, 1929 
the national income was more than sufficient to 
meet the revenue requirements of prudent finance. 
Taxation had, in fact, increased from £12 45. 7d. 
a head in 1922-23 to £14 a head in 1929, an 
increase of fourteen per cent. In this period 
the index of productive activity constructed by 
the Commonwealth statistician does not show an 
appreciable increase. Australian taxation was, 
therefore, rising while productivity was practic
ally stationary. Despite the increase in taxation, 
Governments were not balancing their Budgets. 
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THE DECLINE IN REVENUE 

It is well to remember these facts at the pre
sent time. Under normal conditions it would not 
have been difficult to place public finance on a 
sound basis. With a national income at the 
1928-29 level and a prudent check upon expen
diture, minor adjustments in taxation and the 
charges for public undertakings would have suf
ficed. No such simple remedy is adequate for the 
present difficulties. The national income has 
fallen, and Government revenue cannot be sus
'tained at its former level. The receipts of public 
undertakings are falling because the demand for 
the services they render has declined. The post
office is likely to suffer less than most undertak
ings, and may be taken as an example. Its 
revenue for the quarter ending 30 September, 
1930 was £3,280,000, compared with an estimate 
of £15,080,000 for the whole year. The discrep
ancy between actual and estimated receipts for 
other undertakings will he greater. 

Taxation receipts show the same failure to real
ize anticipations. For the half~year, July-Decem
ber 1930 excise revenue--very responsive to 
changes in national income--was £5,600,000 com
pared with an estimate of £u,Soo,ooo for the 
year. If there is no further decline the deficiency 
on the year will be sixteen per cent. Present 
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indications are that Customs revenue will fall 
short of the estimate by twenty-five per cent, 
despite increased duties. No indication of the 
decline in income tax receipts is yet available .. 
It will, however, be substantial, because the fund 
from which it is paid has itself fallen. Rates of 
tax on 'individual income have been increased, but 
they cannot make up the deficiency caused by the 
fall in national income. 

REDUCING EXPENDITURE 

In view of these facts it is idle to attempt to i 
balance budgets merely by inClreasing revenue. ' 
The Commonwealth Government endeavoured to 
do so, but it has already become obvious ~t 
anticipations will not be realized. Despite in
creases in income tax and Customs and excise 
duties, and the new sales tax, the revenue cannot 
be sustained. It is necessary, therefore, first to 
accept the unpopular, though sound, course of 
reducing expenditure; and, next, to seek other 
methods of replenishing revenue. 

The first task is the easier, though it is by no 
means as simple as the critic of Government 
expenditure imagines. The interest on the public 
debt of the Commonwealth and States amounts to r 
£55,500,000, nearly thirty per cent of the total' 
expenditure. The economies in expenditure must, 
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therefore, be made in the remaining seventy per 
cent. Working expenses on railways amounted to 
twenty-three per cent of total expenditure, educa
tion to six per cent, and pensions to ten per cent. 
Until recently the railways were partly working 
under awards of the Arbitration Court, and there 
are political obstacles to economies. On the other 
items listed, Governments are reluctant to de
crease expenditure. Salaries are regarded as the 
most fruitful source of economies, and some 
States have already taken this course. But it does 
not appear that other items of expenditure can 
escape some reduction under present, conditions. 
Business undertakings run by Government must 
conform as far as possible to the rule of business 
and reduce services that are unprofitable, despite 
political opposition. Social expenditure that was 

I possible in more prosperous times cannot now be 
maintained on the old scale. Communities, like 
.individuals, are forced to accept a scale of ex
penditure that can be financed from income, and 
when income fails, a reduction in expenditure is 
inevitable. 

REPLENISHING NATIONAL INCOME 
But the decline in public expenditure necessary 

to meet the situation will be far more serious than 
is generally realized. National income has fallen 
more than ten per cent. The loss of exports and 
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overseas borrowing amounts to ten per cent; and 
there are the indirect losses which are very serious 
under the present conditions of depression. If the 
total decline is placed at fifteen per cent, the cor
responding fall in Government revenue would 
amount to nearly £30,000,000. If increased 
taxation can recover £10,000,000 of this there is 
still £20,000,000 to be met. A reduction in Gov
ernment expenditure of £20,000,000 would have 
to be made over a field comprising seventy per 
cent of total expenditure. Fixed interest charges 
amount to the other thirty per cent. The fall in 
Government expenditure in the field in which 
economies would have to be made would, there
fore, amount to one-seventh.* Economies of this 
order must be made unless revenue can be re
stored. 

There is a limit to the increase in revenue to be 
derived from increasing rates of taxation or de
vising new methods of taxation. The percentage 
of taxation on national income at its present level 
will become too heavy a burden, and the most 
satisfactory measure of relief lies in efforts to 
replenish national income. Government finance 

* The aggregate deftett8 of aU Australian Governments are 
eRtlma.ted at trom £25,000,000 to £28,000,000 this year. The Com6 
mlttee that examined this problem In February for the Conference 
of Commonwealth and State Ministers suggested economies amount
tng to thirteen per cent of all exPenditure. except (a) flxed charges 
for Interest and sinking fund, (b) exchange charges and (e) 
pe.ymenta to the States by the Commonwealth. This agrees very 
wen wtth my provisional estimate. The report 18 reprinted in 
ShanD. and Copland's Th. Criri.t '" AvatrGJia" ,"",GftCe .. lfIl8-U. 
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cannot be considered apart from the general 
economic situation, and if the drift towards re
duced output in industry and increasing unem
ployment continues the task of balancing Budgets 
will become even more serious. Governments, 
therefore, are vitally interested in the restoration 
of economic equilibrium and the prevention of 
further losses of national income. 



XII. THE RESTORATION OF ECONOMIC 
EQUILIBRIUM 

BEFORE outlining proposals for restoring econ
omic equilibrium it will be desirable to restate 
the nature of the problem confronting Australia. 
There has been a loss of national income from 
exports and overseas borrowing of ten per cent. 
This is the first loss. It has reduced the spending 
power of export industries and of industries de
pendent entirely upon the expenditure of loan 
money. This has inevitably been followed by a 
reduction in the demand for the products of other 
Australian industries, and there has consequently 
been a secondary loss of national income. In
creasing unemployment, falling Government 
revenue, and lower profits in industry generally 
are unmistakable evidences of this secondary loss. 
Its magnitude cannot be estimated, but in the 
present condition of depression it is increasing 
each month. It arises from the derangement of 
industry caused by the first loss, and will con
tinue to grow while this derangement persists. 
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As economic activity is restored the secondary 
loss will be made good, and the final loss will be 
reduced to the amount of the first loss. 

DISTRIBUTING THE LOSS OF INCOME 
Obviously it is impossible here to furnish all 

the details of a proposal for restoring equilibrium. 
Readers should refer to what has been written on 
the subject elsewhere in this volume, to chapter 
six of my book on Credit and Currency Control, 
and to a paper on "The Restoration of Economic 
Equilibrium" published in the November (1930) 
issue of the Econumic Record (the journal of the 
Economic Society). We commence with the first 
loss of income. At present it is borne by export 
producers, unemployed wage-earners, and recipi
ents of business profits. It has to be spread over 
all producers. This may be done by reducing 
wages and salaries of the employed wage-earners 
by ten per cent, and by increasing the tax on in~ 
come from property. By these methods' the loss 
of income will be spread over all producers with 
reasonable fairness. The quicker this adjustment 
is made the sooner will the process of economic 
recovery be initiated. The fall in real wages will 
lower the costs of production over the whole field 
of industry; bringing partial relief to export pro
ducers, and enabling Australian industries to 
compete more effectively with imports. And the 
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increased property tax will assist in replenishing 
Government revenue. Thus the equitable dis
tribution of the loss of income is also an important 
step in the process of economic readjustment. 

MONETARY POLICY 

But these measures alone are not sufficient for 
the speedy completion of the process. Consider 
the position of the export producer .. He sells his 
goods at verylow prices, and his costs have to be 
met at high Australian prices. He has also to 
meet a heavy burden of fixed interest payments 
that are not readily adjusted to export prices. It 
is vital that the volume of export production 
should be maintained, and that the export pro
ducer should be compensated as far as possible 
for his severe loss of income. Falling internal 
prices can bring him partial relief only. If prices 
fall rapidly there will be a further disorganization 
of industry and finance, and this will temporarily 
increase the secondary losses of income. It is 
imperative to avoid this disorganization, and to 
give the export producer immediate relief. This 
can be done by a policy of stabilization, pending 
a general economic recovery. If it was desired 
later to reduce the price level, the process of 
deflation could be carried out slowly without un
due distress. 
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The policy of stabilization aims at keeping 
general prices stable and so avoiding the dis
turbances due to a mere monetary readjustment. 
For this purpose, it would be necessary to raise 
exchange rates to perhaps twenty per cent, mak
ing £120 (Australian) exchange for £100 (Brit
ish). This rate of exchange would recognize the 
difference in the price levels of the two countries. 
Any tendency o,f the higher exchange rate to in
crease the prices of exportable and imported 
goods would be offset by the fall in real wages, and 
prices would remain stable. The carrying out of 
this policy could be left to the Commonwealth 
Bank and no political interference need be feared. 
The bank would undertake to buy and sell ex
change at the fixed rate, and at the same time 
initiate a policy of buying Government securities. 
The latter action would (a) sustain the credit 
structure of the trading banks, (b) facilitate con
version operations by raising the price of 
securities, and (c) secure some reduction in the 
rate of interest. The test of the success of this 
policy would be found in movements in the Aus
tralian price level. As long as prices did not rise 
the policy could be continued. If prices rose a 
reversal of policy by selling Government securities 
would be necessary. Such operations are carried 
out by all central banks. 
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RESTORING ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 
How would this policy affect general economic 

conditions? The higher exchange rate would 
increase the income of export producers when 
measured in Australian currency. If at ex
change parity export production amounted to 
£100,000,000 the addition to the income of ex
port producers would be £20,000,000. This would 
enable these producers to meet Australian costs 
and to continue in profitable production. Their 
spending power would be partially restored, and 
their demand for the products of other Australian 
industries would be increased. The loss of in
come originated with export producers, and this 
proposal restores it at this source. The higher 
exchange rate and the fall in real wages would 
also enable Australian industries to compete more 
effectively with imports, and some expansion of 
industry would take place from this cause. The 
net effect would be to reverse the present tendency 
to reduced output, and eventually to make up the 
secondary loss of income. The volume of export 
production could probahly be maintained at its 
former level, and imports would eventually be 
reduced by the amount necessary to leave a mar
gin for the payment of interest on the oversea 
debt. Recovery would be quicker under such an 
arrangement, but it must not be eXpected to pro
duce startling results in a short time. NQ attempt 
I' 
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is made to cover up the real sacrifice Australia is 
required to make. Such a sacrifice cannot be 
avoided, but it would be accomplished with far 
less disturbance to industry under a policy of 
stabilization than under a policy of rapid defla
tion. 

ADDENDUM 
THE banking policy enunciated here has been pur
sued in recent months. Exchange rates rose to 

, thirty per cent in January, and the Commonwealth 
and private banks have been financing govern
ment deficits to such an extent that the overdraft 
of Governments in London and Australia at 
28 February, I93I amounted to £28,000,000, 
and their holdings of Treasury Bills in Australia 
to £I2,OOO,OOO. There has consequently been an 
increase in central bank credit and a rise in ex
change sufficient to stop the downward drift of 
the price level, and even to raise it as soon as con
fidence is restored. The Commonwealth Arbitra
tion Court has reduced the Basic Wage by ten per 
cent, and the chief obstacle to recovery now is the 
failure of governments, notably the Common
wealth and New South Wales, to reduce expen
diture on the lines suggested in this book. In 
view of the misunderstandings that have occurred 
concerning this monetary policy it is necessary to 
repeat. what I have already said here and else-
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where. "The monetary policy proposed must I 
~ut be divorced from the general scheme of which 1 
rt!duction in wages and salaries, public economy I . 

and high taxation of fixed incomes are essential} 
parts." (EcolWmic Record, Nov. 1930, pp. 186-
187)· 

The use of the word "stabilization" has perhaps 
been misleading. It is easy to assume from it 
that a central bank may stabilize the generalleve1 
of prices, but it was not intended to convey so 
precise a meaning. In urging a middle course 
between inflation and deflation the name "stabili
zation" seemed to convey the right idea. No one 
will question the assumption that a high exchange 
and an incr~ase in central bank credit will tend to 
reverse the downward movement of prices. 



XIII. GOVERNMENT FINANCE AND 
INFLATION 

1. HOW INFLATION BEGINS 

RECENT discussions on the issue of credit or of 
bank-notes as a cause of inflation have diverted 
publk attention from a much more serious aspect 
of the present situation. In the experience of aU 
countric;s that pursued a policy of inflation after 
the war, the process of increasing the note issue 
and expanding credit had its origins in the 
exigencies of pUbIlc finance. In some cases, notes 
were issued to meet budget deficits. This is the 
crudest form of inflation, but there are other 
means of meeting Government deficits that are 
equally inflationist. Governments may secure in
creased overdrafts at the ordinary banks or at the 
central banks, or they may issue treasury bills to 
meet their deficits. In either way there is an 
expansion of credit which may be followed by 
an increase in the note issue for the purpose of 
maintaining the cash reserves of the banks. 

In normal times, all Governments are indebted 
.' 
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to the money market through everdrafts at the 
banks or threugh the issue ef treasury bills. This, 
however, is a temporary indebtedness in lean 
periods which, in the normal ceurse ef events, is 
met frem the preceeds of taxes or ether revenues. 
No inflation can follew such a practice, because 
the indebtedness is created against the anticipated 
proceeds of revenue and these are ultimately 
realized. Where, however, the temporary advances 
to. the Governments are not met in this way, there 
is a permanent increase in credit whether addi
tional notes are issued er not. The essence ef in
flatien is such a permanent increase in credit to 
liquidate which there are no. reseurces. Whether 
this increase iil credit takes place in public finance 
or in private finance, the effect is the same. The 
community has ebtained an increase in spending 
power but the production ef goods and services is 
not increased in proportion.· In these circum
stances a rise in prices is inevitable. 

Mr R. G. Hawtrey, ef the British Treasury, 
a world-renowned autherity en currency and 
banking, describing the process of inflation during 
the war, states in an article in the Encycloptedia 
Britannica: "Essentially what happened was that 
the belligerent governments. found their liabilities 
outstripping the funds they could raise by taxa· 
tien and by the borrowing of genuine investible 
savings. After exhausting every expedient, they 
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were faced with the imperative necessity of pay
ment, and rather than let their current liabilities 
get indefinitely into arrear, they practically 
printed paper money for the purpose of paying. 
In form the governments 'borrowed' from the 
central banks of issue, and the central banks 
placed at their disposal, in the first instance, 
not actual legal tender notes, but a credit 
on current account. In continental countries the 
credit would be quickly drawn out in notes. In 
England, where cheques were more freely used, 
this would not necessarily be so, but deposits at 
the Bank of England count as cash to the money 
market and the banks in practically the same way 
as notes. Credit expanded in proportion, and 
when notes were required they were issued. As 
the quantity of money in each of the belligerent 
countries grew, the value of its currency unit fell; 
in other words prices rose. The foreign ex
changes likewise became adverse." 

The present position of Government finance in 
Australia involves real dangers of this nature. 
The country has lost a considerable percentage of 
its national income. Though some economies have 
been made in public expenditure, they are by no 
means sufficient in the circumstances. This is 
particularly true of Commonwealth expenditure. 
If expenditure is maintained at present levels, 
one of two courses must follow. 
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First, taxation may be increased to meet the 
deficit. This course involves a considerable trans
fer of funds from taxpayers to the Government. 
Private expenditure is reduced accordingly, and 
there is less income available to support the exist
ing amount of credit that has been extended to 
private business. Business men and producers 
generally find themselves unable to meet interest 
on their borrowings. If this business credit were 
reduced accordingly, there would be no fear of 
inflation, because the Government would have bal
anced its budget, and the spending power of the 
people as a whole would have been reduced to an 
amount consistent with the income available after 
taxes had been paid. But 'this course involves 
very heavy taxation, and a considerable reduction 
of bank advances for all productive purposes. 
The economic effects would be serious. Heavy 
taxation would greatly burden industry, and a 
forced reduction of private credit would be in
volved. 

The second course is the maintenance of a high 
level of public expenditure without the revenue 
to meet it. It is obvious that this condition of 
affairs can be sustained only by the issue of credit 
to Governments to meet their commitments. In a 
crisis where the fall in the national income has so 
seriously depleted Government revenue, it is 
always necessary to issue some credit to the Gov· 
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ernment, pending the completion of the readjust
ments in Government expenditure and revenue. 
But this action can be confidently entered upon 
only when it is obvious that the process of read
justment is being vigorously pursued and will be 
completed iii a reasonable time. If this is not 
so, Governments become heavily indebted to the 
banks or to the money market through the issue 
of treasury bills, and the credit so created is not 
accompanied by a proportionate increase in pre
duction and income. 

Such a condition of affairs is inflation, whether 
the note issue has been expanded or not. If it con
tinues long, the note issue must be expanded in 
order to maintain the cash reserves of the banks. 
It was in this way that inflation commenced in 
most European countries after the war, though 
no responsible treasurer or governor of a central 
bank would admit that notes were being issued in 
excess of the demand for them. This, of course, 
was true, but the increased demand for the notes 
was in itself the result of the inflation of credit 
caused by the increased indebtedness of govern
ments, and the issue of notes only served to sustain 
this inflation and to provide a basis for further 
inflation. Australia must not overlook this object 
lesson. Inflation may be commenced in an in
sidious and obscure way, while we are wrangling 
over the proposals made by avowed inflationists 
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who would increase credit· and the note issue in 
the most extreme and obvious way. 

The published returns of revenue and expendi
ture for the Australian Governments as a whole 
show large deficits which are not being met from 
taxation, or other revenue. These deficits can 
only be met by borrowing in one form or other. 
As this borrowing is required to meet current 
expenditure that should be met from revenue, 
there is an increase in credit without a corre
sponding increase in production. 

If this borrowing continues at its present rate, 
we shall drift into inflation in the same way as 
many European countries did after the war. An 
attempt to maintain public expenditure at its pre
sent level involves this danger. Expenditure must 
be reduced. The whole gap between expenditure, 
and revenue cannot be bridged by economies. 
Still less can it be bridged by taxation. A drastic 
reduction in expenditure is a first condition of 
balancing budgets within a reasonable time, and 
therefore of avoiding the inflation into which we 
are drifting. The responsibility for taking this 
step rests mainly with the Commonwealth Govern
ment, which up to the present has not followed 
the example of the States in making economies, 
much less given a lead to them. 

Those who advocate an expansion of credit to' 
maintain a scale of public expenditure that the 
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community cannot afford are walking on danger
ous ground. They have the example of many 
European countries before them, and what hap
pened there should cause the most confirmed infla
tionist to pause before committing the country to a 
disastrous experiment .. It is quite forgotten that 
European countries that inflated their currencies 
did not escape the necessity ultimately of balancing 
their budgets. Inflation caused great social and 
financial disturbance, tlpset the basis of all 
monetary contracts and lowered the standard of 
living of many classes. The reconstruction of 
public and private finance was in the end attained 
by much greater sacrifices than would have been 
necessary at the outset. By pursuing a bold policy 
of economy Australia can now reconstruct her 
finances with the smaller initial sacrifice. The 
longer she delays the more difficult will be the task 
of reconstruction and the greater the sacrifices 
involved. 

2. TRENDS IN AUSTRALIAN PUBUC FINANCE 

The tables and graphs at the end of this sec
tion are based upon statistics given in the FitJ
once Bulletin (No. 20), published by the 
Commonwealth Statistician. Attention may be 
drawn to some outstanding facts. The figures 
for production must not be confused with national 
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income. They include only that part of national 
income (about two-thirds) upon which the Com
monwealth Statistician collects statistics. In a 
short period, say from 1924-25 to 1928-29, 
changes in production can be regarded as a 
fairly accurate measure of changes in national 
income. It will be noted that in 1924-25 pro
duction was at its maximum. The high prices 
of wool and wheat largely account for the 
great increase in production in 1923-24 and 
1924-25. The fall in the ratios of taxation, ex
penditure and interest to production in these years 
are also explained by the increase in production. 
Graph I. and Table 1. show that taxation, expen
diture and interest were, on the whole, increasing 
up to 1924-25. After that year the increase was 
in all cases even greater. !Production; however, 
declined and the most disturbing feature of the 
statistics is the increase in the ratios after 1924-
25. This is brought out clearly in Graph II. 
Thanks to the buoyancy of production the bur
den (as measured by the ratios) of expenditure, 
interest and taxation was declining from 1921-22 
to 1924-25. Production could not be sustained 
at the high level of 1924-25, and as all elements 
of government finance increased there was a pro
nounced rise in the ratios. If the burden of ex
penditure, taxation and interest is measured by 
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the ratios given in Table II. the following are the 
percentage increases in the burden over the whole 
period 1919-20 to 1928-29:-

Commonwealth Expenditure . 
State Expenditure 
Total Expenditure 

Commonwealth Taxation 
State Taxation 
Total Taxation 

19% 
28% 
23'4% 

3% 
75% 
21% 

Overseas Interest 39% 
Internal Interest 13% 
Total Interest 25 % 

This brings out very strikingly the increase in 
the burden of taxation and interest since the war. 
The great increase in State taxation is some in
dication of the degree to which loan expenditure 
and State enterprises have failed to produce the 
necessary revenue to meet interest on capital. 
The increase in the burden of overseas interest 
is an unpleasant reminder of (a) the rapid rate 
at which the overseas debt has been accumulated 
in the past ten years, and (b) the rise in the 
average rate of interest on the debt. Figures for 
production' and expenditure for 1929-30 com
parable with those given in the tables are, in part, 
estimates, but they are sufficiently accurate to 
indicate the serious situation that has now 
developed. Taxation has increased and a heavy 
fall in production taken place on account of the 
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faU in prices of export goods. The burden of inter
est, taxation and expenditure has, therefore, 
risen again in 1929-30; but on this occasion to an 
alarming height. It must be remembered that 
deficits have been incurred by most governments 
in the past two years, and had budgets been bal
anced, taxation would have been stiU higher. Thus 
there was a deficit of £u,ooo,ooo in 1929-30. 
According to the report of the Committee ap
pointed by the Loan Council to investigate the 
financial position of Australia and prepare in
,formation for consideration by the Conference of 
Commonwealth and State Ministers, the floating 
debt of the Australian governments at 28 Feb
ruary, 1931 amounted to £55,500,000* and it is 
still increasing. With production declining it will 
be impossible to raise sufficient revenue to meet 
current expenditure, and there is no prospect of a 
loan to fund the floating debt. The present size 
and prospective growth of this debt is the greatest 
menace to Australian finance; While it is grow
ing, inflation is proceeding and the degree of 
relief that can be procured from such a method of 
finance depends upon the firmness with which 
economies are made by Governments. The alter
native is continued and increasing inflation as 
indicated in Section I . 

• Thl. report t. published. In Bhann and Copl&rl.d.'. 2'''' ~ fA 
AtM'traI..,. .ll'iaatMJe JII'-U. 
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TABLBI I 

STATISTICS OF PUBLIC FINANCE IN AUSTRALIA 

Ezpendlture. Taxation. Intereat on Publlo 
Dabt. 

Produc-

Tear. tIOD. 
CommOD- State. Total. Common- State. TotaL Over- AllO- TotaL wealth- wealth- se .... traU ... 

JIm. JIm. JIm. JIm. JIm. tm. t ... tm. !m. tm. 

1919-10 402.9 72.0 114.9 U.S U.3 68.1 S'I .• 16.' 18.8 U.S 
1920-31 68.8 83.2 1811.6 62.4 18.2 'l0.6 890.6 16.' 11.4 87.8 
1921-22 68.8 87.6 143.8 49.7 11 .• 67.6 844.1 18.8 12.8 U.S 
1111-18 64.' 8S.3 142.1 49.9 18.7 68.6 379.4 19.1 113.1 42.8 
1918-24 81.7 93.6 166.1 60.t 20.0 10.9 400.2 21.8 24-.0 46.8 
1914-26 67.8 100.2 168.1 61.8 21.1 14.6 464.1 Sl.9 2f.9 .... 8 
1I26-S8 8S.8 lOa.' 189.9 64.4 26.6 79.9 431.6 24.0 3S.8 60.S 
1018-81 81.0 114.1 177.1 69.0 29.6 88.6 447.' 14.8 11.4 62.2 
1111-88 88.2 117.4 186.6 68.6 81.2 87.8 463.9 21.6 2'L8 66.1 
1928-2' 88 .• 120.3 186.6 66.3 82.' SI.7 4fT .• 27.6 88.0 66.6 
1829-80 IT.a 112.8 190.0 68.S 81.9 90.1 SS8.a 81.8 17.8 66.' 

Nora--Tha exPenditure or the Commonwealth 8zoludu oontrlbuUoDe to the State. and other 
itema included In State upendJture. 
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-'-
1919-20 
1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-Ja 
1923-24 
1924-26 
1926-28 
1928-21 
1927-28 
1928-li 
1929-80 

TABLE II 
AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC FINANCE 

Ratios of Expenditure, Taxation and Interest to Production 
(Each column la the percentage of the item to recorded production) 

, 

Expenditure. Taxation. Interest on Public Debt. 

Common- State. Total. ~ommon- State. Total. Overaeaa. Aua- Total. weaJtb. wealth. tra.11an. 

lIo '" lIo '" lIo lIo lIo lIo lIo 
lll.6 20.9 as .• 12.1 4.1 16.2 4.4 6.4 9.8 
U.9 21.2 36.' 11 .• 4.6 18.0 4.J 6.4 9.6 
16.3 26 .• 41.1 U.4 6.1 19.6 6.4 6.8 12.0 
14.8 13.8 81.8 18'.1 4.9 16.0 6.0 6.2 11.3 
1&.4 2S.8 88.1 11.1 6.0 11.1 6.8 e.o 11.8 
13.6 11.0 84.8 11.1 4.1 18.4 4.8 &.4 10.3 
14.1 84.6 89 .• 12.6 &.9 18.4 6.6 e.o 11.6 
14.1 86.5 39.4 18.1 6.& 19.8 &.6 6.1 11.6 
1&.1 26.9 40.9 13.4 6.8 U.S e.o e.o 12.0 
14.11 28.9 41.t 11.6 7.1 19.7 e.l e.1 18.8 
18.9 ao .• 41.8 14.8 1.9 lI.e 1.0 6.9 18.9 



TABLID I 

STATISTICS OF PUBLIC FINANCE IN AUSTRALIA 

IDJ::pendlture. Taxation. tntereet on Publlo 
Debt. 

Produc-

Tear. tlOD. 
CommOD- It&t •. Total. Common- Stat .. Total Over- Aue- Total. 
wealth· wealth- 10&1. trw1 ... 

1m. 1m. 1m. !m. !m. !m. !m. !m. !m. !m. 

1818·80 42.9 71.0 lU.1 U.8 14.8 &8.1 SC3.~ 16 •• 18.8 U.8 
1810-11 68.8 S8 .• 189.6 68 .• 18.8 70.6 890.6 16.4 111.' 87.8 
1811-88 68.8 87.& US.8 49.7 17.8 87.6 ..... 18.8 11.8 41.8 
1911-11 64.' 88.8 148.7 .9.8 18.7 68.8 879.4 18.1 88.7 41.8 
181'-14 81.7 DI.6 1615.1 60.1 80.0 70.9 400 .• a1.8 ".0 416.8 
1884·16 &7.8 100 .• 168.1 61.8 11.7 7 •. & 464.1 81.8 af .• f6.8 
1816·18 81.8 106.8 169.8 •••• 1&.6 '1 •. 9 481.6 .4.0 .16.8 &0.' 
1818·17 68.0 114.1 1fT.l 69.0 89.6 88.& 447." .... 17 .• &2 .• 
1817·18 88.8 117." 18&.8 68.8 S1.1 87.8 461.8 27.6 17.8 6&.1 
19.18-18 88.1 1I0.S 188.6 68.8 as .• 81.7 Uf.' 17.' 18.0 6&.6 
1111·10 87.8 118.8 180.0 61.1 Sl.9 80.1 898.S 17.8 87.8 66.4 

Non.--Th. exPenditure ot the Commonwealth ezolude. oontrlbuUoDli to the Stat •• and otber 
Itemll included In State u.pendltufe. 



Year. 

191.~20 

1.20~21 

1921~2J 

1922-2' 
1923-1< 
192.·26 
1926·2. 
192'~2" 
1921-28 
1928-29 
1829-80 

TABLE II 
AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC FINANCE 

Ratios of Expenditure. Taxation and Interest to Production 
(Each column 18 the percentage ot the item to recorded production) 

Expenditure. Taxation. Interest on Public Debt. 

Common~ State. Total. Jommon- State. Total. Overaea.a. AUII- Total. wealth. weaJtb. traIl&D. 

'JI, 'JI, 'JI, 'JI, 'JI, 'JI, 'JI, " 'JI, 
12.6 20 .• aa.4 13.1 f.l 18.2 4.4 6.f 9.8 
14 .• 21.1 36 .. 1 18.f f.6 18.0 f.1 6.f 9.6 
lB.3 26.4 fl.l 14,.4 6.1 19.6 6.f 8.8 U.O 
If.' 23.8 81.8 18'.1 4.9 18.0 &.0 8.1 U.I 
16.4 18.8 88.1 11.1 &.0 11.1 6.8 8.0 11.3 
11.6 11.0 84.8 11.'1 f.1 18.f '.8 &., 10.1 
14.1 1<.8 89.8 12.6 6.9 18.' 6.6 1.0 11.6 
14.1 16.6 8 •. 4 18.1 8.6 19.8 &.6 8.1 11.8 
16.1 26 .• 40.t 12.f 6.8 19.1 8.0 8.0 11.0 
14.9 26 .• 41.1 U.6 1 •• 19.1 8.1 8.1 11.8 
11.9 80.8 "'l.8 If.' 1.9 12.8 1.0 8.9 18.9 



XIV. THE POSITION OF THE FARMER 

THE BURDEN OF PRICE DISPARITIES 

THE accompanying graph was prepared originally 
by a committee of the Melbourne University Old 
Commerce Students' Association and published in 
the Economic Record for November, 1930. It 
is based upon the Melbourne wholesale price index 
number. To obtain the prices of farm products, 
Groups II., III., and IV. of this index number, 
consisting mainly of wool, agricultural products 
and dairy products, are combined. The index 
of industrial products is obtained by combining 
Groups V., VII., and VIII., comprising groceries, 
building materials, and chemicals. The com
parison is by no means complete, but is the best 
available from the data published by the Common
wealth Statistician. The differences in the move
ments of the prices of the two groups are, 
however, so great that a considerable variation in 
the index numbers would be possible without 
upsetting the main conclusion to be derived from 
the graph, namely, that the prices of farm pro-
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ducts have fallen very severely, while the prices 
of industrial products remain about their level of 
recent years. The actual figures may be given;-

(Base 19II-IOO) 
Farm Industrial 

Producta Product. 
192/>, January 181 171 
1927, January 169 172 
1928, January 181 175 
'929, January ,So 175 
'930, January 158 178 
1930, July 146 ,82 
'930, September.. 129 182 
1930, October 125 183 
1930, November II8 184 
1930, December II6 183 
193', January .. II7 188 

The prices of farm products are in the main 
determined by external markets, and cannot be 
sustained except to a small extent by tariffs and 
marketing controls. This is not so with industrial 
products, and there is little doubt that the sub
stantial increase in the Australian tariff in the 
past eighteen months has sheltered industrial pro
duction to such an extent that a fall in prices has 
been avoided or greatly mitigated. 

Whatever may be the causes of the disparity in 
the price movements of industrial and farm pro
ducts, the existence of this disparity is one of the 
most serious problems confronting Australia at 
the present time. The movements in exchange rates 
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since the beginning of the year and the recent 
recovery of the wool market will doubtless show 
an upward movement in farm prices. But the 
sales tax, the primage duty, and the exchange 
rate will also provide additional shelter for in
dustrial products, and may lead to a rise in the 
prices of these goods also. In this event, the 
farmers' position will be not less desperate than 
it is to-day. A high exchange rate is usually 
reflected sooner or later in rising internal prices 
unless some action is taken to reduce costs. It is 
for this reason that the all-round reduction of 
ten per cent in real wages and a general improve,. 
ment in efficiency are necessary if the present ex
change rate is to bring any real benefit to the 
farmer. For the same reaion a reduction in the) 
cost of government is urgently required if bud
gets are to be balanced under a high exchange 
rate and the burdens of taxation kept to a 
minimum. 



.. 
NOTE ON FURTHER READING 

1. The following boob deal with the fundamental elemente of 
the Aaatra,lian econom,y: 

SUTCLIFFE. J. T.-The National Dividend (Melbourne Uni-
versity Press) 

SHANN. E. O. G~Bond or Free (Angus & Robertson) 
BENHAM. F. C.-The Prosperity of Australia (King) 
BLAND. F. A~Budget Control (Angus & Robertson) 
WOOD. G. L.-Borrowing and Business in Australia (Oxford 

University Press) 
The Australian. TarifF-An Economic Enquiry, by a Cormnittee 

of Economists (Melbourne University Press) 

2. For the present crisis the following abowd be conawted: 
GIBLIN. L. F.-Australia. 'Q30 (Melbourne University Pres.) 
SHANN. E. O. G .• and D. B. COPLAND-The Crisis in 

Australian Finance (Angus & Robertson) 
BRIGDEN. J. B.-Escape to Prosperity (Maanillan) Chapters 

,-2 

GREGORY. T. E. G.-Some Problems of International Fin
ance (University of Adelaide) 

3. Banking and monetary problema are discaased in: 
COPLAND. D. B.-Credit and Currency Control (Melbourne 

University Press) 
MILLS. R. C .• and F. C. BENHAM-The Princi~les of 

Money Banking and Foreign Exchange (Angus & Robert
son) 

MACKAY. A. L. G.-The Australian Banking System (King) 
Early chapters on the history of Banking 

DAV·IDSON. A. C.-Central Reserve Banking (Angus & 
Robertson) 

4. The Ec01\Omic ReclWd. the Journal of the Economic Society 
of Australia and New Zealand, published twice yearly, and 
available from the Secretary of the Society, the University, 
Melbourne N.J, or through any bookseller, contains im
portant articles on all phases of the Australian economy. 
The annual subscription is lOS. Two important supple
ments have been published. :-uThe Marketing of Primary 
Products" (February 1928), and "The Economics of Aus~ 
tralian Transport" (August '930). Price, 5/- each. 
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Tal LI .. OOCAnAII' MATTBlW F"umlDS. R.N. wi,h 38 map. 

IIftd othw ilIwtrtJt1ofI8, 21/-. 
s •• _1110 OtIIola. HIRory of Auel,..II. In the War. Vol." xl .. ·-

8HANN (EdWin), M.A., Professor of History and. EC01l0mies. UniVersity 
of Western Auatral1a. author of "An Jilconomic HlstoQ' of Au .. 
tralla." .. 

.. !loxD oa Fau 1 Occasional Economic Essq.. Including a reprint 
. of The B .•• m .f 1890-< ... d N"",. 2/6. 

SINCLAIR t"He'en'). 
,TALIS 'OUT o. ScaOOl; (in which the inner life of a N.S.W. State 

School for Girls is portrayed). 5/-. 
SMITH (Hon. Sir Joynton), ILB.B., ILL.C. 

My LIn SToaY. F ... "h IholUlJtld, wit" ,""'0;' anti 42 """"'G
Ii .... 6/·. 

SMITH (aydneY UN'. B •• BlLDBJl. 
SPIELVOGEL ('Nathan F.', author of'''A Gum.sucker on the Traml),P 

. eto. 
Ow E"o's NOTIEOOK. With an Introduction by M. 1'. Hansen, 

Director of Education, Victoria,. 3/6. 
STAN LEV (Millicent Predon). 

My DAILY MESSAGL Soc""" Edili .... 2 vo ... each ./6. 
STIEVENa (Bemam). Be. BILDBB. 
THOMSON (A. A,). • 

LIT'. SEE TaB LowLANDS. wi,h 16 plale •• 9/·, 
See alao NOVELS AND ROMANCES 

WAR BIRDs...-a •• GRIDER. 
WELLe (Carveth), F.R.O.S .• A..Il.I.C.B. 

51" YEAllS IN TEll MALAY ]UNGLL wilh 10 ilI.w,oliom. 6/ • 
WHAT I KNOWI Retlectlona of a Phlloaopbta Punter. With .. 

extraordinary drea~ of The CollDllo K:yatel'7 Cup .run at. B&n4-
wlok. aeo,"" .cUHoa. 1'1. 



'riii ANGUS AND ROBERTSON LTD. 

NOVELS AND ROMANCES. 
ARMOUR (John). 

Tn SPELL OP Tim INLAND: a Romance of Central Australia. 
TAid Edi" .... ""th 16 ill .... trat ...... S/-. 

BASSET (Mary E. 8tone). 
THE Lrnu GIU!EN DooL Fotirtll AlUtralian Edition. com~z.""" 

11th thousand •• /6. 
lIaEBY (Hon;· Geo. 8.), Judlre of the l'ederal Arbitration Court. 

A LoADIJ> LEGACY. 6/-. 
BOLAND (June). 

KIasTY AT THE MANSE. StCOM Au.rtralian Edition, 6/-. 
BOLDREWOOD (Rolf), author of ·'Robbery under Arm .... 

A SYDNEY-SmE SAXON. Platy~ Sm.s. 4th thowond, ./6-
CAINE (William). 

MENDOZA AND A U'l"TI.Jl LADy. Fifth Australian Edilion, com"".. 
ing 11,000 co~i .... /6-

CLARKE (Marcua). 
FOB TBE T .. " OF H,. NATUIlAL LIn (the only unabridged edition). 

Introduction by Hilary Lofting. ""til 46 fult.~ag, plat .. •• _ 
;riling all tlu original ill...,,..,,..,.. and 2J ~latlS. mostly fr
•• n_~orory paintings d,;i<ting tlu c.",,",t lif. and hiIIorlc 
plattl mmtioMd irs 1M ',sl, 30/-. 

COM.TOCK (H ..... let T.). 
PuELOPE'S WEJI Cluap" Edit ..... 3/6. 

DE BRUNE (Aldan). 
TBE SBADOW Oloo,,: a Detective Story. 6/-. 

DYSON (Edward), author of ":ract'ry 'Anda," ate. 
THE GoLDEN SHANTY. Pla'y;VS Edition. willi iIlsutratioM by PAil 

May. 2/6. 
FANE (Maraaret) and Hilary LOFTIN •• 

TBE HAppy VAGABOND. Cluap ... Edi" .... 3/6, 
HAMLINE (DanIel). 

GINGEO PO' PLUCK. Clua~tr Edit ..... 316. 
IRBY (FloNnce M.). 

SALLY WAiNEIL 11""'"'t ..... by H.llowoy. Jrd th ...... nd, 3/6-
LAWSON (Henry). 

WHILE THE BILLY BOlLS. with illlUlratiotll by Fra ... 11 MlIIwnty. 
Platy~ Sen", 2 vol ... /6 each. 

JOE WILSON. Platyp .. Ser"s. 2/6. 
JOB W,LSON's MATES. Platy;'" S""s. 2/6. 
0 ... TBB SLIPIAILS. Platy;'" Strill. ./6. 
ROKANCB 0 .. Till: SWAG. PIG,y"," SHieS. 2/6. 
SEND ROUND TBE HAT. Platy~ Strict, 2/6. 

See alaD GENERAL LITERATURE-BROOMFIELD (Fred ..... ). 



/NOVELS AND ROMANCES 

LOWE" (L. W.). 
Hms LUCI:. CM.P'" Edi'i .... c.mplding 3500 c.pie •• 3/6-

MACDONALD (Sheila). 
SALLy IN RHODESIA. 18th AfUlraiitm Editi.n. completing 36.000 

coties, 2/6. 
MONTGOMERY (L. M.). 

ANNE OF GUEN GABLES, 3/6. 
~-- P/(J/y~ S"; ... 46,h ,h.",.nd. 2/6. 
ANNE OJ' AVONLEA. A sequel to Amu of Gr"n Gables, 3/6. 
--- PltJty~ Series. 32nd 'ho ..... nd. 2/6. 
C:u.ONICLES OJ' AVONLEA. A sequel to Anne of Avonua, 3/6. 
---- Platyp .... Series. 22nd 'ho .... and. 2/6. 
ANNE OJ' THE ISLAND. A sequel to C'lwoniclts of A'VOnltCJ, 3/6. 
--- P/(J/y~ Serie •• 26th ,hoflSOnd. 2/6. 
ANME's HOUSE OF DREAMS. A sequel to An,., of the Island, 3/6. 
--- Pl.'y~ S,n,.. 26th ,ho ... ond. 2/6. 
RAINBOW VAIllY. A sequel to Anne', ROIlS, of Df'lafM. 3/6. 
---- PltJty~ Series. 20Ih 11I0000.nd •• /6. 
Rn.r.A OP rNGUSmE. A sequel to R.inbow V.ll,y. 51h thous.nd. 

3/6. 
EMILY OJ' NBW MooN, 3/6. 
---- PI.ty~ S"';,.. I61h tllo ... nd •• /6. 
EMILY Ct:rJlBS. A sequel to Emily of New Moon, 3/6. 
---- PI.,yPf/S Series. I81h thous.nd. 2/6. 
EMILy'S QUEST. A sequel to Emily Climbs. 3/6. 
---- PltJlyPf/S S"';,.. lIth tho ..... nd. 2/6. 
KILJlENY OF THE ORCBARD, 3/6. 
---- PI.'y~ S"';,.. 13th th ...... nd. "./6. 
TH. STOIlY Gw., 3/6. 
---- PI.typ ... S,n,.. 15th tho ..... nd •• 16. 
TH. GoUlEI< RoAD. 3/6. 
--- PltJly~ Series. 121h thousand. 216. 
TH. BLUE CASTut: a Novel. 3/6. 
--- Pl.'y~ Series. 10th tho .... nd •• /6. 
MAGIC I0Il MA>IOOUl. F ...... h thous.nd. 4/6. 

MORLIEV (Chrlatophero). 
PAltNASSUS ON WHEELS. Stcond Au.,d,.oliaK Edilion, 2/6. 

MURDOCH (Nina). author ot "Seventh Heaven." 
MISS EMILY IN BLACK LACEI A Christmas story. 2/6. 

eee .1.0 GENERAL LITERATURE 

OEM LEA (Marie C.), author of "The Butter":, Man," 
TBI LITTLI BaowN HousE. Si ... h tho .... nd. 2/6. 

PALMER (Nettle). 
AN AUSTRALIAN STOlty·BOOE. Stories by 23 leading Australian 

authors •• elected by Mrs Palmer. Plolyp ... S"';«. 2/6. 
PATERSON (A. B.), author of "The Man from Snowy River."' 

TauE ELEPHANT POWER: Humorous Stories, alh IhoWdnd, 2/6. 



POWELL (Elizabeth). .' 

TB. BEEBIVE. Four/II ''' .... 0114, fAlil" ~ ;I""'",'i""" 4/6_ 
SUNSET Hn.L. A sequel to Th. B .. hi"., 4/6. 

PRICHARD (Katharine L), Author of ·"Worldn. Bullock.'" 
TSE WILD OATS OF HAH. Cheaper Edition. with il'lfSt,..,iolSl .. 3/6. 

PRIMROSE (Jane). 
TBB TBIIU FLA ..... 4/6. 

RATH (E. J.), author of "The NeE'Voul Wreck." 
TBI DAIl][ CHAPTEIl' a Comed:v ,of, Pas. Distinotions. 2114 IhoIt

sall4, 2/6. 
SABATINJ (Rafael). 

THE CHRONICLES OF 'CAPrAIN BLOOD, 6/M '. 

IMITH (H.len Zenna). 
Nor SO QUIET. Third Auslralian Edilion, eompkli.g 7000 eopt." 

6/-. ' 
TAYLOR' (K. alalllOn), Vlbmer of the nso prize In tbe "BuIletln" 

competition, . 
_ PICK AND TUB Dtnr:nRs, 6/-. 
THOMSON CA. A.), 
, TBE fL<ppy WnmllI!.L. Rural comedy bubbling with laughtec, 6/-. 
he alao GENERAL LITERATURE 
TIMMS (E. V.). 

TBE QupPLE IN BLACI<, 6/-. 
JAMES I DON'T EE 'A FOOL. Platypus Sm., 3rd Ihou.roll4, ./6. 

a •• allo GENERAL, ,L!T£RATURE.-R08EiL.,ER (David). 
WALSH (Maurice). , 

IUy ABo .. TBE DooL Nin., ... lth lhousand. 3/6. 
---- PkJlyPUS Sm.., ./6. ' 
WBILE R.VI!lls RUN. NitJlh Iho ... all4. 3/6. 
---- Plalypus Sm." ./6. 
TBE SIIALL DAR'" MAN, ,Fifl/o Australian Edition, e"mpl.i..., 

9000 eopt.., 3/6. 
WODEHOUSE (P. e.)" 

BIG MONEY, 6/-. 

POETRV AND' THE DRAMA, 
aDAKB (Baroroft). 

WaDE THE DEAD MEN LIE. and other Poem!. With Memoir 1JJ 
A. G. Stephens and 32 Ultm .. ations by Mahony, Lamb.,., GIld 
Fisch". Third Edition,./6, ' 

BRENNAN (Chrf.topher Jo), M.A:_, '" _._ "' 
A CBANT or 00011, and other" V" es.e.. fAlith lor"."it b.\' l.ionsl 

LitJdsay, 3/6. " " " 
CHARD (J. Po), B.A. 

FaST STEPS IN TBE STUDY OF POETRY. StCGIId EdilioJo, .16. 
CRIST (Allc. Qo)~ 

WREN RooY CAllE TO hoNBAllK'. and other Verlel. ";tA ,Drlrail. 
316. 



POETRY, AND THE DRAMA' 

efta •• (Zo".). 
SONGS OJ' LoVE AND Lua. Fourth Edition, with prw,lroil" s/~. 
THE LILT OF LIFE, and other Poems, 5/-. , ' " . 
ELEGY 05. AN A usr~N §CHOOL&O¥ (1.1(1, co~i .. "",,ltd). )0/6, 

DALE.Y (Victor Jarru •• ). _ 
AT DAWN AND DUSK. Fourth Edi'ion. 5/-. . 
W,NE AND RosES. With Memoir by Bertram Steve"". ,5/-. '.' 

DENNIS (C. J.). ' . ', , . --""'f • ,. 

THE SONGS OF A SENTIMENTAL BLOn with illust,.ations by Hal 
~. 271" Editio,., com~kli'9 129,000 co~s, 2/6. 

THE Moons OF GINGER MICE. with "'ustralio", by H~ Gy,. ,70th 
Ihou.s.od, 51,., 

ROSE OF SPADGERs. A Sequel to GiIIgn' Miell. S~cotul EditioK, 2/6. 
THE W.UG. O. GoSH. 35th Th""""'ll,wil/o 8 £Q/our.d God IS plh., 

il/ .... ,ra/io .... by H.l Gy., 5/-. , ," " 
BACIIJIUlCI< BALLADS, and LaWe V...... 81b lho ..... od. 5/-. 

IEVANS (Oeorge E •• ex). 
Cow<c1'IID VEIlSE. With an Introduction by Firmin MeKinn .... 

M ,morial EdifiOlJ, with ~(),.trllit OM G ,hotogrtl~h of till' Eva,.., 
MOfMt'"'""', ToowDomba, 9/-. 

FARReLL (John). 
HQW HB I>m>, and' other Poems. TIIird Editiml, witb,_lIit; 1iI-. 

FITZGERALD (Robert D.). 
To MEET THE SUN. 5/-. 

P'ORREST (Mabel). 
POEII •• 5/-. 

GIILLERT (Leon). . ,_ ~ __ _. , 
SONGS OJ' A CAMPAIGN: 'Third EditiotJ. with 16 ~ict1wd by NOhtIIJIt 

Lind.a,. st-. .,. " 
GILMORI! (Mary). author of "Jlurt'd" anI uThe Wll4,SwlUl, .. · 

TB& PASSIONATE HEAaT. with port,a", 51-. 
HARDIE (80nla).-8e. JUVENILE LITERATURE. 
HARRISON (Prof. Launcelot).~.e JUVENILE LI'J'ERATURE. 
KI:NDALL (Henl')'). 

POETICAL WORKS. With Biographical, Note by Bertram Steveal. 
Third Coll.ct.d Ediliml wiHo torlroit. 9/-. 

S!LECT1!D POEII., Otosen by his SOD. With a Memoir; tDrirtJik. 
17tbl~, a/~ 

LAWSON (Henry). 
POETICAL WORKS. With '. Preface, biographical- and critical, by 

David McKee Wright. D.ji";/Wr Edilio", with 3 ,.,."...,. ito 
c%ur by F_k Malum,. s;,. Joh .. ,L""9s1.6. '<JHd PI",,_ 
Rod""". 3 vol., 18/-. 

SEl.ECTED POE"". With Pr.face by Wright. S,rood Ediliml, witll 
"Utnn'OV$ illwlralioru by Pn'ty UiuOff. 7/6. 

W,NNOWED VERSES. Plat,,... S";'s. 9.11 ,~. '/~ 



xii ANGUS AND ROBERTSo1Ii LTD. 

POPULAIl VEllSES. PItJ",~us S.,-us. lItis t"" .... nd •• 16. 
HUMOIOUS VEllSES. PltJty~ S.,-us. lItis Iho .... nd •• 16. 

These 3 vols contain the same material as the Definitive EditioD. 
See alaD GENERAL LITERATURE-BROOMFIELD (Fred. J.). 
LAWSON (Will), author of "Paclf'la Bteaman,"' eta. 

T ... T ..... KINGS AN. ()THEIl V .. SE •• 3rd Ihousand. 5/-. 
M.cCALLUM (81, Mungo), K.C.JrLG., M.A .• Lltt.D., LL.D .• Professor 

Emerltu. ot Modern Literature and Hon. Prote .. or ot Bn.Ueb ID 
the UnlvenltJ' of S"4De,,. 

QUElN' JUUD.: Fragments of an Imaginary Biography in Dramat
i,e<! Dialogue. 61-. 

MACKELLAR (Dorothe.), author ot tOThe Clo.ed Door," etc. 
FANCY Doss and other Poems, 4/6. 

MAHER (W.llace).-aofll GENERAL LITERATURE. 
OLD BUSH SONal: Compoeed and SUD&' In the Buahranglnl'. DI.

.lnl'. and Overlandlng DaY8. Edited by A. B. Paterean. author 01 
"The Man from Snowy River." Seven-I" lI'dUCon., 1/6. 

nO'aRllIN (Jchn)". 
ARoUND THE SOllEE LoG and other Verse.. with 8 illustratioNs, 4/«1. 
ARoUND THE BODE LoG and other Verses. Pla,ypus Slri". 33,4 

Ihousand •• 16. 
O'BRieN (Rev. I!.rla M.). author of "The DaW'll of Cathollc .. m tD 

AWltraUa. II etc. 
TBE HoSTAGE: a Miracle Play, sf-. 

OGILVIE (Will H.). . 
FAD Gru.s AND GUY Hoaus. 24'h 'housand, fllilh ;ortr"i', 2/6-
Hlwrrs OF Gor.o. N <VI Ed;hon, mID,g.d. 811s lhousand. 0/6. 

O'REILLY (Do,"I1)--" .. GENERAL LITIIRATURE. 
PATKRSON (A. II. IJII.nJo"), author of "Three JDlepbaDt Power .... 

other atorl ..... 
Cou.ICTIID V"'E. 411s Ed;'io". fllills porlrail. 9/-. 
THE MAN _II SNOWY RIvu and other Vene.. Pl.,y~ S.,-u,. 

'16. 
R,o (;uk.E and other Verse.. PltJly~ S.,-us. 016. 
SALTBU811 BIlL. J.P. and other Ver.... PltJly~ Seri ... '16. 

8ee .Ieo Old Bueh 80nge. 
(Over 225.000 volumes of A. B. Patersoo', Poem. have beeo sold). 

QUINN (Roderlc). 
Po."s. A Selection made by the Author from the be.t of hi. pub

lished and unpublished work. willa ;o,.'",i', 6/-. 
SHAW (Winifred), author of "The Aspen Tree." 

TilE YI!U.OW CLoAk and other Poem. (140 copUs ~"'.d). '016. 
SIMPSON (Helen de Guerry). Author of "Cu~ Wanda and Sworda." 

A MAN OP HIS TU4E: a Play, 1/6. 

PH'LOSOPH'ES IN Lmu (140 cop;.s ~"'.d). '016 . 
• TEPHENI (arunton). 

SELECTED PO.IIS. PltJly~ ... S.,-us. 016. 



JUVINILE LITERATURE 

TUCKER (Prof.NOr T. G.), C.RG .• Lltt.D., author of "Life In Anc1ent 
Athena," etc. 

SO.NNETS OP SHAKESPEARE's GHOST: the Words procured by 
Gregory Thornton: the Ornaments made by Willem Blaeu, 3/6. 

Se. "z.o AUSTRALIAN ENCYCL.OPAEDIA. 
WRIGHT (David McKee). 

AN IRISH HUlIT. With ,ori ..... by Micll Paul, 5/-. 

JUVENILE LITERATURE. 
ABBOTT Col. H. M.). 

DOGSNOS&' (A schoolboy detective story), 3/6. 
ADAMSON (Bartlett). 

l4.YSTD.Y GoLD. (A story of adventure in the Southern 5ea5),3/6. 
--- PI4.yptu S ...... , 2/6. 

BELL (Leigh). 
BItltADRS ON THE BEACH, lllu.strakd, 3/6. 
---- PI4.yP ... Series, 2/6. 
COLIN'S S.,.,RY Bool[. PI4')~ S ...... , wi.h 42 ill ... ". •• io .... , ./6. 

BRUCE (Major aeorg.). 
THE LION'S SDK. (A story of the North-West Frontier of India), 

3/6. 
PI4.yp ... S ...... , 3rd thou •• IUi, 3/6. 

BRUCE (Mary Grant). 
AN.EASON'. Jo, 3/6. 
---- PI •• yp ... SerilS, B.h .ho .... lUi, ./6. 
HUGH STANFORD'S LUCK, 3/6. 
---- PI4.ypus SerilS, 13th ,,," ... ood, 2/6. 
RODlN,3/6. 
---- PI •• ypus SerilS, 15.h .how.lUi. 2/6 

COPPO (Lillian Grace). 
SUB STANWOOD, 316. 

8LLISON '(Ruth). 
SAN.Y • Co. (A New Zealand story). 3/6. 

GIBBB (May). (We have aold ovel' JOO,OOO of Kay Olbb.' boob). 
BIB AND BUB IN GUIIN'UT TOWN. FOfArlh tlfotuond, 88 colOfAr,4 

~ictvrts with Rhynvs. 91 s 101 'fI, cloth, with jocktl, 3/6. 
BIB AND BUB: More Funny Stories about Old Friends. Sid" 

'housand, 96 pogtS of illrulf'a,ions, wi,1t eolotWld '/rOKlirpi,,,. 
10 :r 9 'fI, P~I1I'" boards, wilh jock", .v'6. 

LITTLE RAGGED BLOSSO... wi.h 22 full-p.ge ,14'" .1Ui .... "lI 
HVmorOIfS p," drawingl. 91 s- 71 u.. Pichi,., boards, wilh jfJ&It", 
51-. 

TALES OF SNUGGI.EPOr AND CUDDLEPIE. 34t" fhoWGtld. wit" 23 
colourtd and o,1sw ,loltl and maflY ,,,. drawingl. 9t s 7t i ... 
clo'/o, wi.h j.ck ... 61-. 

THE STORY 0 .. NUTrYBUB AND NInERSING. 12t" fhDfUtJPItI, wi,." 
col""red frtmlisp;'«. 20 fu,,-,.ge pl.'''' .1Ui o'hw ill"""' ........ 
91 s 7i'''' piclun boards. wi.h joek". 5/-

Two LITTtJ! GUM-NUTS. lO.h .~, wi.h IB col"""ed pl .... GIUi 
o'hw illuslrolioltS. 9t It 7i ;,., ,.. ...... bo ...... with j.elld. 5/-. 
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POPULAI VOSES. PIa",pus S.ms. 11110 lho .... ,.,. 2/6. 
HOllolOOS VO.ES. PlalypW S.m.. 1111t lho .... ,.,. 2/6. 

These 3 vob contain the same material as the Definitive EditiOlL 
See .'so QENERAL LITERATURE-BROOMFIELD (Fred. J.). 
LAWSON (WIIO. author of '"Paclftc Ste&me1'8," .to. 

THE THREE KINGS AN. orHEI VBBSES. 3rd lhow.,." 5/-. 
MacCALLUM (SI" Munlo), X.C.K.G •• lLA., Lltt.D .• LL.D .• Profeuor 

Emeritus of lrIodern Literature and HOD. Professor of JDncllah 1D 
tb, 'Onlvenlt,. of Sydlley. 

QVUM Juun: Fragments of an Imaginary Biography in Dramat
ised Dialogu •• 6/-. 

MACKELLAR (Doroth •• ), author of "The Closed Door:' eto. 
FANCY Duss and other Poems, 4/6. 

MAHER (Wanaoe).-.8(Jf! QENERAL LITERATURE. 

OLD BUSH SONGS: Composed and SUn&" 10 the Buahran.-Inc. DIC· 
CIne. and Overlanding Days. Edited by A. B. Paterson. autbor of 
"'The irian from Snowy River." SevnCA lIdU4oft. 1/6. 

f'O'BRII!N (John)". 
AaoUND THE BOU!: LoG and other Verses. with 8 illustrations. 4/d. 
ABoUND THE BODE LoG and other Verses. PlDlypus Strill. 3JrG 

lit ..... ,.,. 2/6. 
O'BRIEN (Rev •• ,,1. M.), author of uTh. Dawu of Cathollolalm III 

Austr&lla," .to. 
Tsi. HoSTAGE: a Miracle Play, 51-. 

OGILVIE (Will H.). 
FADl Gw.s AN. GUY HOI .. s. Ullt 'h ..... ,.,. wi,h porlr.i, •• /6. 
HEAl •• OF GoLD. N,." Edi';" ... mlarg.d. 811t lhow""" •• /6. 

O'REILLY (Dowel1)-B .. OIlN.RAL LITERATURE. 

PATKReON (A. II. ""."Jo"), author of "Three 1II1ephant Power ud 
other atorl ..... 

CoIucTIID VI!1lSE. 4110 Edi';"". wi,It lorlrrJit. 91-. 
TIlE MAN _X SNOWY Rrvn and oth.r Ver.... Pl.,yp ... S.m •. 

• /6. 
RIo Gulf.! and other V.r.... Pl.,ypus S.m •• 2/6. 
SALTBusa BILL. J.P. and other Verses. PIa",pus Sm .... /6. 

8ee elh Old Bueh 80ng .. 
(Over 22S,QOO volumes of A. B. Paterson's Poems have been sold). 

QUINN (Rod."lo). 
Po.xs. A S.lection mad. by the Author from the best of hi. pub

lished and unpublished work. willo lorlrai,. 6/-• 
• HAW (Winifred), author of "Th. Mpen Tre .... 

THE YEU.OW CLoAK and other Poems (140 c.p'" "';"ttd). 1016. 
SIMPSON (Hel.n d. Qu.""y). Author of "CUP8 Wandll aDd Swords," 

A MAN or BIS TnlE: a Play, 7/6. 
PHILOSOPHIES IN LlTrIJ! (141) copt.. ".;",.d). 10/6. 

aTEPHEN8 (Brunton). 
SIILECTED Po."S. Plalypus S.m ••• /6. 



JUVINILE LITERATURE 

TUCKER (Prof."or T. G.), C.ILO .• Lltt.D., author of "Ltte In AncIent 
AtheIlfl," etc. 

SO.NNETS OP SBAEESPEAU'S GHOST: the Words procured by 
Gregory Thornton: the Ornaments made by Willem. Blaeu, 3/6. 

-8 •• ala'o AUSTRALIAN ENCYCLOPAEDIA. 
WRIQHT (DavId McKe.). 

AN IaxsH H ..... T. Wi,h porIr.il by Mick Paul, 5/-. 

JUVENILE LITERATURE. 
ABBOTT (J. H. M.). 

DOGSNOSE. (A schoolboy detective story), 3/6. 
ADAMSON (Bartlett). 

lbSTDY GoIJI. (A story of adventure in the Southern S"'),3/6. 
---- Pl4lypou Sm." 2/6. 

BELL (Leigh). 
BHADRS ON THE BEACH, lllwtrattd, 3/6. 
---- P141ypOU Sm.s, 2/6. 
COLIN'S STORY Boo". PI4I).,... Sm.., wil/o 42 iII .... ".,io .. , ./6. 

BRUCE (Major GeorgI). 
TDE LION'S SOK. (A story of the North-West Frontier of India), 

3/6. 
Pl4lyp... Sm.., 3rd 'ho ..... nd, 3/6. 

BRUCE (Mary Grant). 
ANDUSON'S Jo, 3/6. 
---- Pl4lyp ... S<rits. 8110 Iho .... nd, 2/6. 
HUGH STANFORD'S LUCK, 316. 
---- Pl4lyp .... S<rits. 13110 Iho .... nd. 2/6. 
ROBIN, 3/6. 
---- PI.,ypus S<rits. 15110 11oo .... nd, 2/6 

copp (LUlIan Grace). 
S UK STANWOOD. 3/6 • 

• LLISON "(Ruth). 
SANDY. Co. (A New Z .. land story), 3/6. 

QIBBB (May). (We have 801d over 100.000 of May Glbb.' boon). 
BIB AND BUB IN GUMNUT TOWN. Fourth thousand, 88 col0t4"tJ 

pic'.r" wilh Rhym... 91" 101 i~. clolh, wilh jack ••• 3/6. 
BIB AND BUB: More Funny Stories about Old Friends. Sist" 

thousand, 96 pag" of illflS"'otioru. _h ,olour,d fronlirli,ce. 
10 s 9 'n. pidur, boa,.d" 'With jack", 4/6. 

LI'I'rLE RAGGED BLOSSOM. wi.h 22 feUl-p.g. pl4lts .nd """" 
humoroUS' PtK drawiKgI. 91 s Ii.... pic-tur, bOMds, witll i",lId, 
5/-. 

TALES 01' SNUGGLEPOT AND CUDDLEPIE. 341h thousand. filiI" 23 
colour,d and of#tw plot" and tnG"31 P'" drawing,. 9' s 7j itt. 
clo.h, with j.ck", 6/-. 

THE S1'OItY 01' NtmYBUB AND NrnERSING. 12th thtnut"ul. witla 
cololWrd frtmlupwe" 20 ft"'-~ag, plot", 0,", otlin iIltUlrotitml. 
91 " 7, i... pic ..... boards. wil/o jacktl. 5/-

Two LI'M'LE GUlf-NUTS. 10.10 11ootI.stJnd. wilh 18 col ... rtd pl4'tI and 
oliotr ill .... ,'aIiolss. 91 " 7' ill. pie""'. boards. with j.clrll, 5/-. 



ANGUS AND ROBERTSON LTD. 

HARDIE (8Dnf.)~ _. ,J ' 

S10IY T,M.. with 70 illuswatiom by NalKY Dob. .... 2/6. 
HARPER (Theodore Aeland). 

TUB JANlTOIt'B CAT. v.ntA.~8 ill~"CJtiprl'- S!~. 1 ~,' 
HARRISON (Launcelot), late Proteuor ot Zoolon. J1ntvenU7 _ 

_ Sydney. ,_. '-' , . 

TALES AND TAUADIDDLES: AustraliaDNatural History Rhymes. 
with 80 iIIusl""n....,Oy I~ ~,,!~,j1'6.. 

LEE (Lealie). 
THB RoAD TO WIDGEWONG, 3/6. 

LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD, 2'Mrd fhoua',,,,4, W",,,, 
trGt.ct .2/6 . . _ 

MACK (Amy Eleanor). Bee GENERAL LITERATURE. 

MACK (Lou' •• ). . 
TEENS: a story of Australia. schoolgirls. 4th Platypus Ediliort, ./6-
Gnu.s TOGETH .... A sequel to T ...... 4th Platypus Edition. 2/6. 

MACKNBSS (Conatanee). 
M,SS BILLY. II/""wal,d, SUOM thousand, 4/6. 

. Dt-DoUDLB-DI. /11 ... "..,.a. Suond Ih .... ond, 4/6. 
GEM: QF THE FLAT. 7 illustrations, 3/6. 
---- Platypus SIriu, 7th 1ho...oruJ, willt iUu.rI,aI;"" •• /6. 
THE GLAD SCBOOL. 3 illust,.aliopu, 3/6. 
---- Plalypw SeN., 5th thowand, 216-

MONTGOMERY (L M.)., Su NOVEL8 AND ROMANCEa.. 

PEDLEY (Ethel C.). 
Dar AND THE KANGAIOO. 82nd lhowond, with 7 in ... ".t;"", 3/6. 
---- Cheap., EditiON, Platypus S.rie., 2/6. 

PUCKRIDGE (Doreen·K.). 
KING'S CAsTLE, 4/6. 

TIMMS (E. V.). 
RED MAs",: a Story of the early Australian Gololfields, 316. 
---- Platypus S"it., kd thow.nd, ./6-
THE V ALLEY OJ! ADVENruu. 41. liJo,..ond. wiI/& "",p and iII",',,," 

Iiort, 3/6. . 
..,---__ ,Platypus SeNS, 0/6. 

WALPOLE (AndNW H.). 
THE BLACK STAR: a Schaal Story for Boy.. 4111 tiJo,..ond, 3/6. 

SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL. 
AUSTRALIAN LETTERING BOOK for use lit. Sehoot. aDd ID tile 

oftlae. of Lawy ..... .Arablteeta. Enclneerw. etc. 'lOtb thouuad, 11", 
AUSTRALIAN SKI YEAR BOOK. 1/8. (Publ.bed umoall7. III .Jun.). 
BEABLI! (W. H.). 

BERINO THE CoUNTER: a Practical Guide for Shop AssiltaDtB, 2/6. 



SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL 
BIGNOLD 1M ••• t. ,. ~i· i,M 

AUCTION BUDOI! SnlPJ.Il'DID, 2/6. 
flAUC1'ION S[I(PLIJ'IEJ)" Scan BooE, 6d. 

BLAND (F. 1\..), M.A.. LL.B.. Lecturer In PubUe Admlnl8traUoD. 
Umvendt7 of Sydney. 

BUDGBT CoNnOL, 3/6-
BURRELL (H_rry). C.Jl.LS. ,,; 

Tm: l'u.TYPUs: it. Disco...-y, Zoologic:al Positioa, FOnD aod aw.. 
ac:teristics, Habits, Life History, etc. eNO,.. Edilioft, am" 50 
illwlrtJQo,", 1016. 

CAMPBELL C"oaeph), 1l. ..... JI".G.s. 
SniIPu TESTS 1'0. MINERALS; or Every Man his own AnatJlt. 

14.1 .Iooouoad, ,ock" sU" 3/6. 
CARTER (H •• 1.), B.A. • .P.B.8., Jomt editor of the .. AustralIan Dla7Qlo

paedlL" 
A CHECK LIsT OP TID AUSTRAUAN BUl'RESTIDAE, 5/-•. 

CASSON (Herbert N.) .Edltor f'EmoleJlC7 Jlacaalne" (London). 
Art OF CuSTOIU:a-FINDING. Fowtlt AtutroliGII Editioa, 6/~ 
AxiOMS OJ' BUSINESS. S~cond A~ &litiD,.. 2/6. 
BE1TU BUSlln.56 l..&Tru.s. FDtWtIJ A..,freJliG" Edit~ 6/ .. , 
BErTIIl SAUSIIAHSBIP AND Twla.R TIPs ON FlllANCE. Third .A,,,,-

Irol .... Edi.itno, 6/-. 
DEBTS. AND BOW '10 CoLLltC'f THEil. 6/-. 
GBTTIHG 0_ DrrnCULTmS. Tllwd Au.r1ns/U". Ed,,,.,;, 6/~ . 
Hbw TO KAD Kou NET PltOnT. Sinh Av.rlrolitJ .. Editio .. , 6/-. 
K ... AT TID Top. S«ONd ANoftrol .... Editio ... • /6.· 
TB1JlTUN TIPs ON Lua. Thwd Aw',ol"" Edi.;.,., 6/-. 
TwELft TlPs ON SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS, 2/6. 
Twla.n TIPs TO TaAVELLING SALES...... Third Ato.rlrolialt U ...... 

6/-. 
Twla.... WORST K.STAns IN BuslHESs. Third Au.r1ral .... 

Editio ... 6/-. 
UP-1'O-DA'rII: MANUPAcrUUNG. Thinl Awtrolitm BditiOfJ, 6/-. 
UP-n>-DATB SALEsMANSHIP. FotWIh Au.slrolto" Editio", 6/-. 

COver 40.000 volumes of the Australian editioo of Cassoo'. boob 
hue bee:! sold). 

COMMONSENSE COOKERY BOOK (The). CompUed by the New 
South Wat_ Publio School CooItef'J' Teach .. ' A.aoolaUQA. 
n ..... 110 ....... 1/L 

COPLAND (D. B.). 11..4., D.Se., Professor of Commeree. UntnndtJ' of 
Melbourne. 

SIMPLE EcoNOMIC STlJDIES. 2/6-

COWL_V (I!!.dward). 
CLASSING TBJ: CuP: a Handbook 00 Wool cta.sing. S.cOrtd 

Edi.io ... ,,,,,,ed oM ,.Iarged, Vlilil n col...,,4 ,10'''' .S/-. 
CRUICKSHANK (W. D.), . 

ParKCIPLES AND PRACTICE or Bon.u. CoNSTaUCTION: a Manual for 
Practical M~ StcoNd Editioa, rwised tJJNi ndargH, with ;lltu
tratioar, 15/-. 



ANGUS AND ROBERTSON LTD. 

DAVIDSON (A. C.), aonoral Manaaor, .ank of New South Wal ... 
CsKnAL REsD"" B"KItING. Socoltd Editio,., ./6. . 

EH.LERMANN (Carl). 
. CoaxDSro"ES O. AUCTIOK BRllIGL With the Ialell Portlaud Cull 

Rul... Third AUllralitm EGitiofJ, 1/6. 
FINCK (Dr Alfred E.). 

RVLU ro-. Co:U:PETI110NS. International Fencina Federation, 2/6. 
FRANCIS CW. D.) of the QueeuJan4 Department of .... Iculture. 

AUSTRALIAN RAIN FOREST TUBS. Excluding the Species confined 
to the Tropics. wil" 224 iIlUltr.'ioIU. P..blisMd for 'M c ... 1O<iI 
fo" Scientific aM Indud,u" Rllttwch, ComtniJnwtalth tlf ..4u· 
tralia. 10/-. 

GOODGE (G, H. W.), I&te Editor ''The Kotor In AustraUa." 
500 Moroa WaxNIW!S. With a Preface by J. Fielder, Technical 

Advi.er, N.R.M.A. ./6. . 
GOUGH (E. L.). B.Ee .• Leoturor-m.-Cbara., Women'. B&D4Ioratt De

partment" TechDie&l Con ..... B:rdnoy. 
PKOCESSES IN DUSSIiAltING. wit" 61 i1IwtrtJlitms, 3/6. 

S .. also Roberts and Gough. 
QRIMWADE CW. Ru ... n). B. Se. ~ 

AN' ANTBOGltAPBY 07 THB EUCALYPTS. SecMtd Editio,.~ .,,, 104 
coloured plat,s, 42/-. 

HOPI! (R. M.). 
Nous: an Antidote for Business Inertia. 12/6. 

IDRIES8 (Ion L.). 
PROSPECTING roR GoLD: From the Di.h 10 the Hydraulic Plant. 

With Introduction by F. S. Mance, Under-Secretary for Mines, 
N.S.W. S"aItd lditiOH. rnJistd oItd ",Iorg.d. with 16 ;/1us1, ... 
1i ..... SI-. 

KID.ON (Edward), O.B.lD., D.Se. 
METrmOLOGY (Reports on the Scientific Investigations, Britilb 

Antarctic Expedition. 1907-I909t tmder the command of Sir E. H. 
Shackleton, C.V.O.). P..blisMd for 1M C ... rt<il for ScitntiM l1li4 
IItd",'rial Rtstorch, Co"""""",,o/,h of A ... ".lio, 1/6. 

KINGHORN (.I. R.), Zooloa1ft. Auetral1&a. llueum, B"o.,.. 
TaB SN"DS OF AusTRAUA. wiI" 131 colotlrtd drawing. l1li4 

""muD..., othw ill",lrGlion.r, 10/-. 
LOCKLEY (.I •• ,), "R.~" ot the "S)'dD.,. 1IoraJn. Ber&l.4." 

Ro .... GIlOWING MADE EAsY. F_Ho Editioto, c""",/I'i"l1 12,11Ot1 
•• titl, wit" 61. ill ... "..,ioIU. 6/-. 

LYELL (0.).-11 •• WATICRlIOUSIl and LYlIIf..r.. 
MACDONALD (Donald).-S •• GENERAL LITERATUR •• 
MARES (D. J.), F.B.ILS., Govenl1D.ent lIeteorolo.wt. N.S.W. 

KNOW Yom OwK WUTBD. Popular Studi.. in· Au.traIiu 
Meteorology, with fMfmn'ou.r illu.rInJIio"". s/ ... 



SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL 

MAVNARD CR. S.). 
1\USTRAUAN DAIRYMAN'S HANDBOOK. 758 pages, with 50 plottS 

(5 ;,. co""') GIld ZOO other illwtrolitms, 45/-. 
MILLS (Prot. R. C.), 0:80.. and F. C. BENHAM. B.Sc. 

TaE PRINCIPLES OF MONEY, BANKING, AND FORBlGN ExCHANGE 

and their application in Australia. SecOffd Eds"tm, ,rdarg,d. 5/-. 
NANGLE (Jam,.), O.B.B •• lI'.R.A.S •• Government ~troDomer. N.S.W. 

STARS OF THE SotrrBERN lbAVENS: a Popular Handbook. SecoM 
EdiliOft, rewed. wil" iIlwtnJtiort.r, 5/-. 

O'CALLAGHAN (M. A.). 
MILK. AND BUTTER TABLES, with Notes on Milk and Cream Test

Telting, 1/-. 
PITT (E. R.). 

CATALoGUE OF ScmNTIPIC AND TECHNICAL PERIODICALS IN THE 

WRAIlES OP AUSTaALIA. 1208 ,og... Published for the C ... ""I 
for Scit1Jlijic aM Industrial Research. Commorswealth of Aus
tralUl. 10/-. 

POTTS (H. W.), late PrIncipal Hawkesbury Agricultural College. 
PIGS AND THEIJl MANAGEMENT. Fovrlh EdinoJl, revised and' 

""Grged, with 98 illwlmtions, 12/6. 
PRESBYTERIAN COOKERY BOOK OF GOOD AND TRIED 

. RECEI""S. 2'w6tlUeth edUwtl~ rew" and enlarged, 8/~. 
ROBERTS (M. E.), tate Lecturer at Sydney Technical Collece. 

DRESS~CUTI'[KG MltASURE BOOK (for use with the Cutt"".r G,.id, 
0IId G.nnmt Cwtt;,.g, gel. 

ROBERTS (M. E.) and E. L. Q. GOUGH, B.Ec. 
THE CU'ITU's GUIDE: a Manual of Dress-cutting and Ladies' 

Tailoring. S,,,rnth EditioK, with 170 diagr'am.r, Io/~. 
GARMENT CU'lTING FOa GrRLS: a Textbook for Students attending 

Needlework Classes. New Bdi,ion, with 57 diagra1Hs, 4/6. 
RUPP (Rev. H. M. R.l , B.A.. 

GUIDE TO TBE ORCHIDS OF NEW SOUTH WALES. Wi,h a Foreword 
by Edwin Oteel, President, Linnean Society of N.S.W., and 
owr 90 ill",,"'otions, 7/6. 

SHANN (E. O. G.), M.A., Profeuor of History and Economies. Untver
sity of Western Australia, and D. B. COPLAND, M.A •• D.Sc.. 
Professor of Comme1'(le" UnlversUy of Melbourne! Edttol'll. 

THE CaISIS IN AUSTRALlAN FINANCE, 1929 TO 1931: Documents 
on Budgetary and Economic Policy. 5/-. 

IULMAN (Florence). 
A POPUl.AR GUIDE TO THE WILD FLOWERS OF NEW SOUTB WALES. 

with 123 ftdl-/,ag, ,'atts, 2 vols, 12/-. 
aUSSMILCH (C. A.), F.O.S .• Prlnolpal of Baat S:ydne7 Teohnlcal 

ColI_ge. 
AM INTltODUCTlOK '1'0 THE GEOLQGY 0" NEW SOUTB WALES. Third 

EditioK, rwi.r,d GIld ",larll,tl, wi,h 100 ,uaps aM iIIuslralions. 
7/6. 



Diu .. ANGUS AND ROBERTSON·LTD. 

TILLYARD (R. J.), F.R.S., Entomologlst to the Commonwealth 
Government. author of "The Biology of Dragonflies." • 

THE, INSECTS OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND. with 8 plat" i" 
colour and hundreds of other illustrations. 4Z/~. 

VEQUIN (Capln). 
HANDS Upl PALllISTRY FOR PASTIME. with numn'oUJ diagranu, ' 

3/6. 
WATERHOUSE (G. A.), D.Se .• :r.E.S .• and Q. LVBLL. V.m.B. 

THE BUTTD.FLIES OF AUSTRALIA: a Monograph of the Australiau 
Rhopaiocera. wi'" hvndr~ds of colour~d and oth" iIIwtratioH', 
42/·. 

WILLS (H. G.). lnltructor, Teehnle&l College, Sydney. 
AUSTRAUAN HOUSE DRAINAGE PUCIICE. With fu1l Irutruction. 

and Working Drawings for the installation of small Septic 
Tank., by S. V. Wennholm, M.R.S.I.E. Second Edilion, 'nJu,d 
and mlarg~d, fllith 131 illustrations. 12/6. 

WUNDERLICH (Dr Otto). 
ACCOUNTANCY IN MODERN BUSINESS. 10/6. 

MEDICAL AND NURSING. 
COPPLESON (Vlotor M.), K.B •• Ch.JL, ".R.C.S., ".C.S.A. 
'THE TREATMENT 0., VAKICOSE VEINS BY INJECTION. SItOM 

EditiOll, 5/~. 
COPPLESON (Victor M.), BdUor. 

CLINICAL HANDBOOK FOR RESIDENTS. NURSES, AND STUDENTS. By 
Members of the Staff of St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney, 5/-. 

DARK (E. Payton), M.B •• Ch.M. 
DIATHERMY IN GENERAL PIlACTlCE. With chapter on Diathermy in 

GynaecoIogy, with .pecial reference to major surgery, by F. A. 
Maguire, M.D., Ch.U., F.R.C.S., etc., and a Foreword by R. Scot 
Skirving, M.B., Ch.M., 25/-. 

FISHBEIN (Morria), M.D.-$ee GENERAL LITERATURE. 

MAGUIRI! (F. A.), D.S.O .• K.D., Ch.ll.. :r.B.C.B., ".C.B.A.. 
ANATOMY OJ' THE FEMALE PELVIS: Descriptive and Applied. SICoHd 

EdilioK, 7/6. 
HARPER (M.rg .... t H.), II.B .• Ch.U. 

THE PAllENTS' BOOK. NftII Editio,.. f'nJU,d alld mltwll~d, eo",~ 
pldiKg Ih, 18/11 lhou.sond, 1/6. 

MURPHV (Rev. Father R. J.), S.J. 
THE CATHOLIC NURSE: her Spirit and her Duties. SleD,", EdiliOtf. 

4/6. 
PHARMACOPOEIA of the Ro,a' Prince Alfred Ho.pltal, _)"CIne" '/~ 

At/3l 






